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HE Renaissance, a most brilliant epoch in the history of intellectual advancement, produced not only men, celebrated for
their artistic and literary abilities, but also women, no less
distinguished for their mental accomplishments. Many regard
higher female education as a comparatively modern institution—an institution unknown to any previous age. However.
if we retrace the world’s progressive march, with a view to learning some

of the lessons taught by the nobler past, inevitably will we ‘conclude that
the liberal training provided by our boasted “High Schools,’ would have
been “absolute intellectual starvation to the women of five centuries ago.”
Conceding that the attainments of Renaissance women are exaggerated by
contemporary, servile flatterers, the fact still remains that most of them
were classical scholars, splendidly educated and highly cultured. It is true
that among the fair sex of this period there are no literary stars of the —
first magnitude. Nevertheless, if they themselves were not poets and
artists, their intercourse with geniuses that surrounded them served to
render them at least poetic and artistic. At all events it cannot be doubted
for a moment, that the Renaissance women would make a creditable showing

in. the highest modern female intellectual circles to-day.
Among the illustrious women of the early half of the sixteenth century,
Vittoria Colonna (1490—1547) occupies a singularly exalted place. Some
historians have not hesitated to describe her as “‘the child of the Renaissance”’; but, Vittoria, however, is characteristic of that “golden age” only
in its best development.
Vittoria’s father was the renowned warrior, Fabrizio Colonna. Her

mother, Agnese de Montefeltro, a daughter of Duke Federigo of Urbino,
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was a lady of exceptional refinement and education. _ Marino, the birthplace

of Vittoria, is an ancient stronghold of the Colonna family. Its romantic
scenery and historical associations, in no mean degree, molded Vittoria’s
character. Related to the highest nobility, she seemed destined to shine

among the typical stars.

Almost from her birth, Vittoria was graced with

the charms of beauty, talent and culture.

The story of her childhood and

girlhood is wrapped in obscurity. We know nothing of this period of her
life, beyond the fact that it was early disturbed by those political troubles
and commotions which always unfortunately agitate Italy. Until the date
of her marriage in 1509, it is impossible to determine with certainty the
place where she habitually resided. Her union with Ferrante Francesco

d’Avalos, Marchese di Pescara, was more the outcome of political manipu-

lation than the effect of personal and deliberate choice.

Her husband’s

lineage embraces the noblest Spanish and Neapolitan families.

A still

more noteworthy consideration is the fact that he was endowed with many

excellent gifts of mind and body.

Before this young couple, life seemed

to open up a glorious vista; indeed, the first two years of their wedded life

resembled a prolonged honeymoon. Having removed from Ischia to Naples,

they finally settled at Villa Pietralba on Monte San Ermo.
Ever since the French conquest of Milan (1590), the hegemony of Italy
occasioned a long and bitter dispute. To oppose the aggressiveness of the
French, Julius II. (1593—1513) formed an alliance with Spain. In the
struggle that ensued, Vittoria’s father was the second in command of the
Spanish armies in Italy. Marchese di Pescara, who was a Spaniard of the

Spaniards, soon joined his father-in-law.

To him was assigned the com-

mand of the light-armed cavalry. The Marchese enjoyed a reputation for
prowess and military genius. -Vittoria’s affection for her husband was of
too noble and generous a character to withhold him from his country’s
service and the obligations of honor. Far from restraining his desire of
martial glory, she must have incited him to do honorable battle for his
sovereign.
This war brought Vittoria’s' golden days of happiness to an untimely
close. The remaining years of her life resembled veritable widowhood
: for
during the years that followed, she met her husband but rarely. The in-

terior history of their married life is an impenetrable secret. “One visible
sorrow it had, it was childless.” The poems of Vittoria addressed to her
husband seem cold, artificial and conventional; they are anything but love
sonnets. “Pescara’s glory, his fame as a warrior, his loss to his country, is

the main theme.”

During these troubled times, Vittoria dwelt at Ischia.

Here she devoted

herself to the education of her husband’s orphaned cousin, Alfonso d’Avalos.
The undertaking proved anything but agreeable and encouraging. At
length, by patient and persevering endeavors, she succeeded in rendering

docile his untractable disposition. Into his wild and headstrong nature she
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instilled a love of learning, a taste for letters and true chivalry. Vittoria’s
life at present was lonely but not unendurable. She found comfort in the
company of her aunt by marriage, Constanza d’Avalos. She also continued
her intellectual pursuits from which she derived so much pleasure. . From
her earliest years, love of retirement and a thread of mysticism pervaded her
- whole being. These secret longings of a holy soul were now partly realized
in the mode of life necessity compelled her to lead.
The news of the disastrous battle of Ravenna (1512) ovaivihalenell Vit-

toria with grief. The encounter proved less fatal to the allied Spanish and
Italian armies than to the French, who lost their youthful but heroic leader,
Gaston de Foix. The father, and also the husband of Vittoria, had distinguished themselves in this engagement by making an impetuous charge
upon the enemy. Both were severely repulsed, and with many other
notables, captured. The battle of Ravenna is thus briefly and strikingly
recounted by Bayard’s chronicler: “There have been many battles since God
created heaven and earth, but never was one seen for the numbers engaged,
so cruel, # furious and so well fought on both sides, as the battle of
Ravenna.’
Fabrizio Colonna and the Marchese di Pescara speedily regained their
liberty; the latter, however, only on the payment of an exorbitant ransom.

During his imprisonment he wrote to his wife a “Dialogo d’Amore.” This
composition is no longer extant; but contemporary critics and historians
assure us that it testifies at once to his conjugal affection, as well as to his

exceptional literary talents.
Pescara spent the following three years in Lombardy where the war continued to be waged. In 1515 he retired to Ischia and there for a short time
enjoyed the delightful company of his charming wife.
About this time, Vittoria, whilst visiting Rome, must have met the celebrated Ariosto (1474-1533). The “Orlando” contained thepraises of

Vittoria, and we cannot think that the author knew her, of whom he sang
so eloquently, only by hearsay. In any case, we may naturally suppose, he
would have made an effort to become acquainted with one of the most beau-

tiful and talented women of his age. Whilst in the “City of the Apostles,”
Vittoria formed life-long friendships with two papal secretaries, Jacopo
Sadeleto and Pietro Bembo.
The war begun at the.opening of the century continued almost without

‘any intermission. Leo X. (1513—1521) took sides with Charles V. Pescara commanded the imperial infantry. The tide of success turned in favor
of the Spanish-papal troops who took Milan and Parma.

The death and

funeral obsequies of eo X. temporarily suspended hostilities. Pescara was
again gloriously victorious at Bicocca (1522); but the glory of his triumph
was eclipsed by the cruel outrages he permitted in the sack of Como and
Genoa.

Whilst these events were taking place, Vittoria traveled almost incessantly.

While spending Holy Week at Marino, she received from Giberti,

~
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a counsellor of the new pontiff, a palm blessed by the Holy Father.

She

acknowledges the favor conferred on her in the following letter: “Your
letters areralesays most welcome to me, but that of to-day has given me more

consolation than T can possibly tell you; because, those of the Prior had.

made me terribly anxious, as he sent me with them, letters from the
Marchese who was lying ill in bed. I thank God that he is up again, and
you a thousand times for sending me word of it. . . . I have received

the palm with so much pleasure, both on account of him who blessed it, and
because of its signification, and because of its being sent by you.”
The beginning of 1524 seemed to presage peace, but the hopes of an amicable agreement were not thus soon to be realized. The Spaniards under
Bourbon and Pescara encountered a severe reverse at the seige of Marseilles; but this defeat was soon redeemed by the far-famed battle of Pavia
(1525). Pescara fought with the fury of a lion, and the victory was ascribed to his daring and valor. Covered with wounds and flattering encomiums, he repaired to Milan. The Emperor, in a flowery letter to Vittoria,
acknowledged the service of her chivalrous husband; furthermore, he
vaguely intimated, they might expect any favor, however great, from the
imperial gratitude and liberality. The following is an excerpt from the
Marchesa’s reply to Charles V.: “I hold the services, the faithfulness. and
the sincerity of my lord, the Marchese, and of my house to be such, that
they are not unworthy of the acceptance of your Cxsarian Majesty; and I
desire the promised acknowledgement more in testimony of this, than because of any unwonted covetousness on my part, although your Majesty’s
gratitude and liberality always anticipate every just demand. I do not
know which is most to be prized, a guerdon from so great a Prince, or the
glory that he should say he is in our debt.”
:
The victory of Pavia brought no peace to the allies. ‘They quarreled
fiercely among themselves. None seemed satisfied with the Emperor, and

least of all Pescara.

‘The latter had conceived some sanguine expectations,

and he experienced awful chagrin when Charles refused even the small
prizes he justly demanded. Vittoria shared her husband’s disappointment.
Her attitude towards the subsequent Neapolitan scheme, shows that this
indignity neither embittered her against her sovereign nor diverted her from

the noble course she pursued heretofore.

<

The idea of a united Italy had suggested itself already to Julius IT.
Morone, the chancellor of Sforza, Duke of Milan, however, was the first
who really vigorously fostered the project. With a view to this, he opened
negotiations with the papal court and several of the petty Italian kingdoms.
They imagined, that by offering to Pescara the crown of Naples, he would
be induced to codperate in the new scheme. Giberti, to whom the diplomatic
arrangements had been entrusted, hoped for little success. He knew Vittoria was averse to the perfidous design, and would employ every means

to dissuade her husband from embracing it.

Pescara was a Spaniard ; his
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appearance was Spanish, and Spanish was the language he habitually used.

For him to desert at this moment the Imperial cause would be sheer treachery. Pescara protracted the negotiations ; he raised all manner of difficulties
and delayed giving his coveted consent and concurrence. Finally he invited Morone to meet him at Novara and there to divulge to him the entire
plan. The chancellor acceded to the request, and in complete confidence

detailed the entire project. At the close of the interview, Morone was arrested by the Spanish general Leyra, who had been concealed by Pescara
behind the arras, where he could without difficulty overhear the entire conference. In delivering up Morone, the Marchese pleaded thathis life be
spared. ‘This event is an enigma for Pescara’s biographers. The most

favorable construction that can be placed upon his conduct is, that he was
ever loyal to the Emperor and played with the other party only to learn

their secrets.

Even this interpretation does not wipe the stain from his

memory, for he broke faith with Morone, and acted throughout the whole

affair with fraud and duplicity.
Some think that the Marchese, by this act, plotted for the imperial favor.
If so, it was a futile attempt. The hardships of the past five years began
to tell visibly upon a constitution that had never been robust. He sent a
summons for Vittoria and she hastened without delay to the bedside of her
dying husband. At Viterbo she received tidings of her husband’s death
(Nov. 25, 1525). So overwhelmed was she with grief and distress that
for two hours she remained in an unconscious state. The Marchese was

buried with magnificent pomp at Milan; however, his mortal remains were
subsequently translated to Naples. His claim to remembrance by posterity
rests on his qualities of soldier and commander. In the military art he
certainly had a genius for being loved. His death was passionately regretted
by the army.
$
Vittoria next turned her sorrowing steps towards Rome, and here she
took up her abode with the devout nuns of the convent of San Silvestro..
To a life of great sanctity she now added the practice of many rigorous
monastic austerities. Vittoria, however, did not become a member of the
community.

In fact, the Pope, whilst authorizing her to dwell with the

pious Sisters, expressly forbade her to take the veil without his permission.

Indeed, at this time she contemplated embracing the religious life, but she
did not persevere in this sentiment.

God did not favor this otherwise privi-

leged soul with the grace of religious vocation. It is probable that Vittoria’s mentality and natural disposition would have rendered it impossible
for her to bring the sacrifices of self-renunciation demanded of aspirants

to religious perfection. Vittoria, nevertheless, was not of this world; and
yet she could not isolate herself from the disputes and contentions so prevalent in her times.

Although connected by birth and intellect with what

was highest and noblest in the land, she was desirous of consecrating herself more immediately to the service of God.

Without becoming a member
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of any particular religious order, Vittoria passed the greater part of her
subsequent life in different convents..

Leading a life of almost evangelical

simplicity, she devoted herself to works of piety and to the care of the
poor and unfortunate.

The peace and quiet of her retirement, however,

were only too soon disturbed.
- . Clement VII. (1523—1534) became involvedin a war with Charles V.
(1519—1556) by forming an-alliance with several Italian princes in order
to paralyze Spanish ascendency +in northern Italy. Escanio Colonna, being
a Spanish subject, withdrew from Rome and at the same time removed his
sister Vittoria to Ischia. A little later he aided Moncadain taking Rome.

The Pope thereupon took refuge in Castle S. Angelo, whilst the infuriated
enemy pillaged the Vatican with barbarous ferocity. Having been compelled to surrender, Clement promised to withdraw his troops from the

service of the new league, and likewise to pardon the Colonna family; but
F

the papal army soon retaliated by devastating Colonnese territory.

Some

months later the imperial forces rushed on Rome and carried it almost
without opposition. Scenes of unparalleled horror were enacted by the
brutal and half-savage cosmopolitan soldiery. The Pope, confined in Castle
S. Angelo, treated with each party in turn. Vittoria was sorely afflicted at

the sad spectacle presented by the capital of Christendom. She was partly
consoled, however, by disinterested generosity of her uncle, Cardinal Pompeo
.

Colonna. Although an opponent of the papal policy, he opened his palace
to the distressed citizens of Rome, succored their needs, and tried to deliver
them from the state of misery and degradation into which they had been
plunged.
In the midst of all this turmoil and confusion, Vittoria succeeded in
preserving her numberless friends, many of whom belonged to contending
factions. At no time was Vittoria a woman of one friend. This is not so
extraordinary, after all, if we bear in mind that “Vittoria was untouched

byscandal, unspoiled by praise, incapable of an ungenerous action, unconvicted of an uncharitable word.”

The number of het friends includes the

names of such historical characters as Bembo, Giberti, Ochino, Michel-

angelo, Paul III., Charles V. and Cardinal Pole.

Cardinal Collona was

no ees an enthusiastic friend and admirer of his gifted cousin. To her he
dedicated his learned treatise,“Apologia Mulieruin.”
In 1528, on account of a plague that devastated Naples and spread to

Ischia, Vittoria, after a brief stay at Arpino went to Rome. Here she had
the unique pleasure of attending a grand family reunion. Her brother,
with his beautiful wife, Giovana d’Aragona, and del Vasto, who was mar-

ried to the sister of Giovana, besides many other relatives, were all presently
tarrying in the Eternal City. Vittoria’s female friends! were like herself,
ladies of the highest distinction. She found life really enjoyable among
these cultured companions.
Let us remark incidentally, painters and

poets, particularly Raphael, Titian and Ariosto honored Giovana in painting and verse.

,
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After spending the following seven years at Ischia, Vittoria again, in
1534, returned to Rome. She resided at the convent of San Silvestro, and
found it her greatest happiness to devote herself to exercises of piety and

devotion. .She desired to be unvisited and went about the city poorly elad

and unrecognized, comforting and assisting the poor. She was a devout and.
frequent attendant at the sermons of St. Bernardine
of Sienna, a saintly,

religious, and an eminent pulpit orator. At this time Vittoria became
acquainted with Bernardino Ochino, a member of the rising order of the
Capuccini. He gained the confidence of the Marchesa so completely that

for many years he was her spiritual director.’ When doubts were later expressed as to his orthodoxy, Vittoria prayed, “May it please God that he

persevere.”

After a period of most successful preaching, Ochino did act-

ually fall into heresy.

This unhappy occurrence severed the intimate

relations that existed between him and Vittoria.

The German Emperor, Charles V., honored Vittoria by visiting her in
1536. The Marchesa entreated him to conclude a peace with the European

rulers and turn his victorious arms against tNe infidel hosts.

Prompted

by motives of piety, Vittoria entertained the hope of visiting the holy places
sanctified by the presence of the Redeemer of mankind. From Ferrara,
whither she went on a mission of Ochino’s, she intended to go to Venice
and there embark for Palestine. The hardships of the journey and the
declining state of her health obliged her to abandon her pious project. She
remained at Ferrara, leading all the while a most edifying life among the
Sisters of Santa Catarina. On taking leave of the city, its most prominent
citizens tendered her a grand farewell festival. Vittoria, on this occasion,

recited five of her sonnets to the admiration of all present.
Political difficulties broke out once more in 1541.

to effect a peace between the belligerent parties.
alone acted in good faith.

Vittoria tried hard

Of all concerned, she

Paul III., bent upon completely annihilating

the power of the Colonnas, prosecuted the war to the bitter end.

When

Vittoria realized that a peaceable adjustment of differences could not be
attained, she consented to let her subjects bear arms in her brother’s cause,
and then retired to the convent of San Paolo at Orvieto. Here her conduct

and intercourse with visitors were minutely observed by arrant informers,
ready to suspect her of heretical tendencies or disloyalty to the Holy See.
Vittoria’s perfect life was proof against all carping criticism; in all things

she was a devout and obedient child of Holy Mother, the Church. Vittoria
was not ignorant of what was going on about her and she therefore naturally experienced a sort of relief upon quitting Orvieto. After a short sojourn at Silvestro in Rome, Vittoria went to Viterbo. The following years

passed among the Dominican Sisters of Santa Catarina were years of quiet
and holy peace.

In 1544, Vittoria, ailing in health, returned for the last time to Rome.
Until the distemper which caused her death, she dwelt at the Benedictine
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Convent of Sant? Anna Funari. Rome was a melancholy spectacle for the
Marchesa; her house was despoiled of its ancient glory; her nearest relatives
were in exile, their lands confiscated and their palaces in the hands of

strangers. The old circle of friends was broken; death had called many of
them to the Great Beyond; but Vittoria was far from unhappy. In the

misfortunes that befell her family she recognized the hand of Providence,
and humbly submitted to its decrees.

She wrote at this time: “I am much

pleased with the solitude of Rome, and with the society of these pure and
gentle spouses of our Lord, who keep with Him, inwardly and outwardly,
that faith which He has given them. And at the same time, my Lord,
Christ, has shown me that I am not adapted to the affairs of the world, so
that so much the more it seems to me that I am doing the best.”
:

Meanwhile, Vittoria’s life was fast ebbing away. Shortly before her
death she was removed to the palace of Giuliano Cesarini, the husband -of
her cousin, Giulia Colonna.

On February 25, 1547, whilst Michelangelo

was at her bedside, she yielded her pure soul into the hands of its Maker.
By the order of Cardinal Pole, her precious remains were deposited in the

church of Sant? Anna de’ Funari, but, to all appearances, they were not
interred there. Until more documentary evidence is secured, the controversy as to her ultimate resting place can never be conclusively settled.

No one, it seems to us, has given a better appreciation of Vittoria’s character than that with which Mrs. Maud Jerrold concluded her volume entitled, “Vittoria Colonna, Her Friends and Her Times”: “Though Vittoria’s movements and actions are often hidden from us, we surely know
much of her character; there is no change of intention, no divergence of
ideal, only the purpose becomes more settled and the aim more true. Here
was a woman perfectly equipped for the journey of life, fully developed
on all sides, whose religion, being allied with intelligence, was at once more
powerful and interesting; whose faith was as stimulating intellectually as
it was spiritually satisfying; whom a wide culture and a great charity delivered from all narrowness of mind and heart.” -

EASTER LILIES
Dr. Thomas P. Hart, in the Catholic Telegraph, writes of Easter Lilies, advertised on inside of front cover.
“With all the-artistic beauty of an edition
de luxe, Mr. Aloyse Frederick Thiele has put
before the public'a splendid little book, ‘Easter
Lilies,’ a legend of the resurrection.
Into
the history of the Resurrection told in charming poetic prose, the author has woven a
pretty legend of the origin of the Easter Lily.
The scene at the tomb, at the moment of the
Rsurrection is artfully conceived and aptly

described in choicest language. The treatment of Mary Magdalen is especially fine and
brings out with strict regard to Gospel nar‘ative, the sincere contrition and cleansing love
of the penitent and the touching forgiveness
and reasurrance of the Savior.
The book is
elegantly bound in white and gold and is profusely and handsomely illustrated.”

EASTER LILIES will serve as a present for Easter, andis sure to please.

Annunelation.
J. Morton, ‘Il.

‘Cis springtime toward the ebening hbour—
Within sweet-scenting garden-bower
A maiden sat of Juda’s race,
All shyness, innocence, and grace.
Jn garden lone, pet not afraid,
Among Her lilies white she prayed,
While singing round in cradle nest

Che birds their wee ones lulled to rest.
Che subdued rumor from the town,
Che palm-tree’e wind-kissed murnrring crown,

Che babbling brook. sweet music, all

dipon the maiden’s fancy fall.
And while her snow-white thoughts she thinks,
And into Holy day-dreams sinks,
She, half as twere a day-dream, eit

As though an angel near ber knelt.
Howe’er she could not frightened feel
€’en tho’ bis presence seemed most real,
Sa reverent was the angel's mien,
So lobelpy, tender and serene.
Chere happened nothing passing strange
Co startle Her; no hush, no change
Came o'er the music that outrings
From billage, brook, or libing things:

But eberp dear, familiar sound
Together drew and utterance found
GUithin one narrow, verbal space,
Che angel’s word: “ail full of graces’

In Honor of the Scour ging
Translation of Salve Columna Nobilis
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Thrice hail! thou Column nobly grand,
And conscious of Christ’s throes;
Bes, thou dinst Satan’s might disband
And free us from our foes,
/

Pose

As Earth with Abel’s life-blood stained
-

Groans to the starrp skp,
So thou, on whom Christ's blood had rained
Co heaben’s baults dost cry.

Che earth deep-dyped with crimgon gore
Calls Gon to vindicate;
For sinners peace dost thou implore
And wrath dibine abate.

Forebermore, D do thou deign
God's threat’ ning hand to stay;

Che blessings Christ bouchsafed to gain
Way we enjop for ape.

Christ Jesus, scourged, come let us greet
dUith hymns eternally;

Co Father and the Paraclete
Way praige unending be.
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J. WAGNER Mayer, 712.

NLY after the first half of the seventeenth century, after the
“iatro-chemical” current gradually underwent substitution by
another, chemistry, as a natural science, became a self-supporting branch. The day of its birth can justly be given as the
2
time when Robert Boyle proclaimed its main object to be “the
acquisition of a knowledge of the composition of bodies.”
Chemistry had just awakened. The dark mantle of the alchemist, which
had for so many years enveloped her, was thrown aside. The iatro-chemical

age with its belief that chemistry and medicine were intimately joined, then
held sway.

Chemistry was, 0 to say, living a dual personality.

The chem-

ist was to discover the medicines and to purify them, while his brother, the

physician, was to examine and explain their therapeutic value. The “Tatro
Age” was a period of development for chemistry, more so, than it was for
medicine,
The phenomena of combustion, about to be treated, was occupying the
minds and hearts of those chemists of note who lived at that time. Tt was
by far the most noteworthy and important problem confronting them.
Upon it were founded the arguments seeking to establish the “Phlogiston
Theory.” Stahl (1660—1734) it was who atempted to establish this theory,
the hypothetical fire-stuff, Phlogiston, which was thought to escape during
every combustion. It was this material which was regarded as the universal
principle of combustibility. For nearly a century this theory was in vogue.
Stahl was its maker; he handed it down to Priestly, who unswervingly adhered to it; but, by a strange perversity of fate, the latter, who so earnestly
believed in this doctrine, who spent a lifetime in devising experiments having for their object the substantiation of the phlogistic tenets, instead of
strengthening its foundation, shook the ground on which it stood, and inadvertently brought about the destruction of Stahl’s hypothesis.
reorge Ernst Stahl, a German chemist, was born at Anspach in the year
1660. He received his education and doctor’s degree at Jena. At the age
of thirty-four he was appointed to a Professorship of Anatomy and Chemistry at the University of Halle which had just been established. While

at Halle he became quite noted, and in 1716, at the invitation of the King,

he came to Berlin, to become counsellor of the court and royal physician.
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In this capacity he worked at chemistry with the true scientific spirit. With

an ardent desire to learn and to discover the truth, he was able to inculcate
into his pupils a similar spirit. Some of the most eminent Berlin chemists
of succeeding years studied under his tutorship. The doctrines which he
taught, together with a number of valuable detached observations, were
widely disseminated by means of his writings, and most especially by his
lectures, many of which were published by several of his scholars, Juncker
being the most active of them.! But his greatest ambition was to influence his contemporaries and the succeeding generation with his Phlogiston
Theory, that chemical work of his life which eclipsed all his others.
;
His views on combustion were.in close connection with those of Becher
He
Becher.
from
different
quite
however, he went to work along lines
grounded his doctrine upon Becher’s idea regarding the combustible constituent, he utilized the latter’s terra pinguis” in order to build up his
Phlogiston theory. Stahl’s theory can he stated best in the explanation

which he gives as follows: “Coal will burn; but stone will not.

Why is

this?” “Because,” says he, “the coal contains a peculiar principle—the
; the stone does not. Wood, oil, wax, paper,
principle of inflammability

phosphorus—in short, all combustible bodies—contain this principle in

; to this principle (which, indeed, I regard as a material substance )
common

I give the name Phiogiston (“burnt, combustible.”)

I regard, there-

fore, all combustible bodies as compounds, and one of their constituents
is this Phlogiston; the differences which we observe in combustible substances depend partly upon the proportion of the Phlogiston they contain,

and partly upon the nature of the other constituents. When a body burns,

it parts with its Phlogiston, and all the phenomena of combustion—the
subheat, the light, and the flame—are due to the violent expulsion of that
chemall
change;
stance. This Phlogiston lies at the basis of all chemical
ical reactions are so many manifestations of parts played by Phlogiston.”
Not only could Phlogiston he abstracted from bodies in which it abided,
same as
but it could also be given back to them, making them again the
upon
theory
his
based
He
_ thev were before this “fire-stuff” was removed.

the different experiments he performed.

For example, when a metallic

by the
calx (an ashy substance of a metal or mineral having been changed
abundantly
so
Phlogiston
the
coal,
with
along
heated
was
action of heat)
the metal to be
contained in the latter, combined with the calx, causing

reproduced.

Consequently a metallic calx was looked upon as a constit-

Stahl’s assertion
uent of a metal. Upon a similar misconception rested
because, in the
Phlogiston,
and
acid
sulphuric
of
that sulphur consisted

with coal,
production of sulphur, on heating sulphuric acid or any sulphate

thus leading to the cona svnthesis of the former was supposed to occur,

Fundamentalis” (1697);
| 1 Among Stahl’s writings are the ‘“‘Zymotectnia
his “‘Zufallige Gedanken
“Specimen Becherianum”’ (1792); and especially
Sulphiir” (1718).
iiber den Streit von den sogenannten
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clusion that sulphur was a compound body.
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However, a very important

law of combustion was overlooked, or at least, no importance was attached
to it by Stahl. He labored under a false impression, as can be seen in his

own words, “that were it possible to procure a perfect calx, no part of
which should be sublimed and dispersed by the heat necessary to be made

use of in the process, I should not doubt but that the quantity of “inflammable air (hydrogen) imbibed by it would sufficiently add to its weight.”
He went so far as to say, that the products of combustion of any substance
must be lighter than the substance itself, since they are constituents of it.
But no importance was placed upon this, no attention was paid to the

numerous observations which showed that this was not the case. Such facts
as these, more than any other, were the chief factors in the downfall of
the Phlogiston Theory.
Although Stahl was playing with a false hypothesis, nevertheless we must

give him credit for grouping the phenomena of oxidation and reduction, as
they are now termed. According to him, when Phlogiston has been withdrawn, it is equivalent to oxidation, and when it has been added, it is equivalent to reduction. Respiration and decomposition of animal matter and
their combustion did not escape his observation; the leading réle played in
their action he assigned to Phlogiston.

In the interpretation of his theory lay its chief value. He and his generation were fascinated to such a degree by the apparent simplicity with which
he explained his doctrine, that they left unnoticed all the glaring contradictions between many actual facts and the theory.

However, we must not

infer that chemistry did not flourish at this period. On the contrary, this
age of Black, Cavendish, Marggraf, Scheele, Bergmann, and Priestly, all

true “phlogistonists” in the full meaning of the word, greatly extended the
bounds of chemistry by its wide-reaching discoveries.
It would indeed be a pleasure to have the reader travel with me through
the works of the above-named men. However, it appears advisable for me
to mention only one, as time would not allow a serious discussion of the
writings of all of them. Priestly, Stahl’s faithful adherent, will serve ad-.
mirably to illustrate his earnest devotedness to the Phlogiston Theory. He

was born seventy-three years after Stahl, at Fieldhead, a small hamlet six
miles from Leeds. He was of a weak, consumptive disposition, one consequence of which was seen in the desultory character of his early education.
Eventually he was sent to the Dissenting Academy at Coventry. He spent

three years here under the tutelage of Doctor Doddridge and then took a
congregation, his first mission being at Needham Market in Suffolk. His
parishioners did not like his methods as a preacher, and almost deserted
him.

Driven to extremes, he began.to teach.

Nantwich.

From Needham he went to

In 1761, he was “tutor in the languages” at Warrington.

He

made the acquaintance of Benjamin Franklin about this time and from
then on he began to be known—higher and higher rose his fame until his
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death.
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If we read his life to-day, if we learn of his difficulties, his trials,

accomplishments and achievements, we cannot help but admire them all.
The chemistry of gases, as developed by Priestly, offered an extraordinarily large number of new observations and important discoveries.

Until

his death in 1804, he fought the anti-phlogistic doctrines, he treated the
most difficult problems of pneumatic chemistry, even if his scientific education was not an illustrious one. He prepared and investigated a large
number of gases, which, with the exception of carbonic acid and hydrogen,

were little known before his time. In 1774, his discovery of oxygen was
the most important of all his revelations to us.
Hydrogen, or “inflammable air,” as it was then termed, attracted the

attention of Priestly on account of its singular properties. It was Cavendish’s idea that “inflammable air” was Phlogiston in the free state, which
opinion was contrary to Stahl and his immediate followers, who imagined
that Phlogiston was a solid, earthy, volatile substance. To prove that
Phlogiston was identical with “inflammable air,” that it was contained in
a combined state in metals, just as “fixed air” was supposed to be contained
in chalk and other calcareous substances, both being equally capable of
being expelled again in the form of air, was proved, as he thought, in the
experiment Priestly performed with the calx of lead. It is impossible to go
into detail concerning this or the other experiments he performed, as time
does not permit it. However, we can say, that with each experiment he
found new truths on which hé fondly supposed to establish the truth of the
Phlogiston Theory. He became more and more entranced with its doctrines,
and even when he saw that its teachings were no longer believed, even when

nearly every “phlogistian” but he himself had given up the fight or had
gone over to the enemy, he never surrendered. When compelled by age to
abandon his laboratory, he still continued to serve the old cause. We see
it in his writings, for almost his last publication was his “Doctrine of Phlo-

giston Established.” He lived a life which affords an exemplification of
the truth of his own words, that “we may take a maxim so strongly for
granted that the plainest evidence of sense will not entirely change and

often hardly modify our persuasions; and the more ingenious a man is, the
more effectually he is entangled in his errors, his ingenuity only helping

him to deceive himself by evading the force of truth.”
Of the French Phlogistonists of this period, Geoffroy, Duhamel, Rouelle,
and Macquer were the chief adherents of Stahl’s views. They enriched the
science of chemistry not only by important facts, but also now and then by

useful working theories.
- their phlogistonists.

Great Britain, Scotland, and Sweden also had

To such men as Black, Cavendish, Scheele, Bergmann,

and Priestly, of whom we have already spoken, chemistry owes a debt of
profound gratitude. Such eminent men as these, by their own serious work
and reflection, brought about the storm which tore the roots of phlogistionism from its holdings and shattered this once famous theory. Their obser-
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vations, experiments and writings helped the destroyer in his mighty attack
on the doctrine.

This theory had seen the day when it possessed a host of admirers, but
now, more numerous were its enemies; for a century it had held sway, but

it began to totter, its foundation had been moved. By the hands of Antoine Lavoisier it fell. He could either repair the damage done by the
“insurgents,” or he could overthrow the entire theory. To the latter end
he turned his energy, and great was his success in the overwhelming defeat
he administered to it.

Lavoisier was born at Paris in 1743, eighty-three years after Stahl. His
father was an advocate, and his mother died when he was only four years
old. He and his only sister were taken charge of by their grandmother.
The family was a rich one, and was able to see that young Antoine received

a fitting education. He was destined for Jaw, just as Priestly was destined
for the ministry. At the instigation of Guettard, Lavoisier laid aside the
lawyer’s garb and took up the career of a scientist. In 1765 he sent -his
first paper to the Academy, and from that time on he became prominent

in the eyes of his associates.. With him began a new era in chemistry. Much
material had been handed down to him by his brother-chemists of the
period about to pass away. The greatest of these were the discovery of

oxygen and the determination of the compound nature of water.

These

two facts alone brought about the relegation of Phlogiston.
After many practical and deep experiments, Lavoisier was convinced that
the phlogiston theory was a myth, and in 1783, he so expressed himself.

How little he identified himself with this theory is well seen in the following passage of his memoir of that year. ‘Chemists,” says he, “have made a
vague principle of Phlogiston, which is not strictly defined, and which, in
consequence, accommodates itself to every explanation into which it is
pressed. Sometimes this principle is heavy and sometimes it is fire combined with the earthy element; sometimes it explains at once causticity and
non-causticity, transparency and opacity, colours and the absence of colours.
It is a veritable Proteus which changes its form every moment.”

At the time of his death, Lavoirier saw the triumph he had prepared. By
overthrowing the false doctrine of Phlogiston, he became one of the great- —
est men ever recorded in the annals of history. We only have to deplore
his early death in the prime of his manhood, just when he had begun to

enrich the treasuries of science. Convicted of originating or participating
in a plot against the French nation, and of abetting the enemies of France,
he was impeached .under the Reign of Terror and condemned to death. He
was a man who had enriched the scientific volumes of that decade, whose

extraordinary services to science stand before us as a perpetual memorial
of his never-flagging zeal for the truth. The guillotine claimed him on the
8th of May, 1794.
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The period of phlogistic chemistry has vanished as the smoke of the
witches’ caldron; its erroneous conceptions which underlay the important
phenomena of combustion and calcination, and which spread itself over
many other processes, have been washed from the pages of science. It had
served its purpose, though ; it awakened the men of that period of chemistry.
They began their investigations, which led others to follow their example,

whereby the present-day principles and chemical theories were revealed.
As a co-worker, a servant and adviser, the perfected Atomic Theory became
very beneficial to the new, coming era. Relating itself closely with physics,

mineralogy and botany, it resulted in their mutual benefit and made
chemistry the indispensable helpmate of the others.

In preceding cen-

turies chemistry was looked upon as something merely fictitious, but thanks
to such men as Stahl, Priestly, and their followers, and above all, thanks to

the martyr of science, Lavoisier, chemistry rose to that eminent position
in the sciences which it holds to-day.

LIVE

“Footzy
ae

Frep Sturm, 714.
IS real name was Lewis, but we called him “Footzy” McGorgal.
Queer name, you may think, but if you could see his feet, his
cognomen would not seem a bit queer. He came within our

notice one wintry afternoon when the poets beautiful blanketed the earth with two good feet of snow. It was soon tramped
down on the roads, the coasting was fine, and a bunch of us

country lads yanked out the big sled fora trip down the hill.
After taking a rest on the summit, we all piled on the bob, and with
a whoop we were off like a Baby Wright. Al Shreck did the steering stunt,
while Bob Moore, Jim Raney, Jack Bottom, Hal Clifford, and myself clung

to each other’s arms, throats—anything—for we were streaking the hill
like a flash of lightning.
The road below the steep hill was not very wide, and, what was worse,
a deep ditch lay on either side; but caring little for dasger we raced on,
laughing and yelling like a pack of fools. We had but reached the bottom

of the hill when the smile that sometimes wears off changed to looks of
terror on the faces of every one of us. There, planted directly in front of
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us was Footzy with a dump wagon, seemingly
scious of the approaching bob.
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ae his horses, uncon-

“Get out of there, you mut,” shouted Bob.

“You blooming idiot, make way,” yelled Jim Raney.
We all shrieked something, for we now felt like raving lunatics; but

Footzy was as deaf as a fence post, and he kept to the road. We shouted
a second time in one big chorus.
Ah! at last he heard us. Energy seized the shriveled Irishman in chunks

when he beheld our plight, for he jumped up excitedly, fumbled a couple of
brakes, slashed the horses, and rumbled off for the cross-road just in the
nick of time.
But, oh horrors! In his excitement he had pulled the wrong lever, and
- choicest kind of fertilizer that ever a farmer fed his rhubarbs with, formed
a soft, warm, pillowy, inviting bed in the middle of the road.
We groaned at the sight of the vision before us.

“Run her in the ditch,” half-sobbingly pleaded Bottom.
“Roll us!” we all shouted in despair.
Shreck, however, the most cool-headed among us, never lost his nerve,
but held the course straight onward, realizing that the least variation would
bring death to us all.
We barely had time to close our eyes and hold our breaths when we hit
the fluffy mass and shot throngh, raising a cloud that enveloped us with
its stench. Worse! the force of the wind drove the particles of this animal-

vegetable composition deep into our clothes, giving them the lasting aroma
of a gardener’s hot box in early spring.

Pardon me for not describing our arrival home.

Suffice it to say that

those of us whose folks had recently installed “McCormick’s Instantaneous
Heaters,” were soon able to appear in polite society-—of course, in different
togs.
:
We learned later that it was all a meditated joke. We could scarcely
_attribute the consummate cunning and acting to Footzy on the cross-road.
Nevertheless, we kept our eyes “peeled” for future tricks, and vowed to
McGorgal that we would get back at him in the near future.
A few days later 1 had a visit from Bob Moore. The news he brought:

was not much. He had heard Footzy in one of his mysterious chuckles..
We knew them, and we likewise knew that since Footzy was behind that
chuckle, we had to be on the alert. His chuckle meant deviltry, pure and
simple, and it remained with us to discover, if possible, “the me, the place,
and the guile” of this newly-planned joke.

"

At nine p. m. the troop of us had collected at our house in preparation
to our spying venture.
“Will we cross the railroad or the covered bridge?” asked Clifford.

“The railroad bridge, of course; it’s lots shorter, sniffed Raney.
aren’t afraid, are you?

I could run it with my eyes closed.”

.

“You
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That settled the route question. In fifteen minutes we had crossed the
bridge and were on the road to Moore’s house. We were approaching the
crossing where the pike and railroad meet at an angle when Bob sounded
a short note of warning.
“Begorrah! Here comes Footzy himself. The divil, if he isn’t dragging
along that goll-derned bob. Let’s hide before he sees us.”

We scooted behind a stack of railroad ties, and had no long time to wait
before he came trudging along with our bob.

“He’s going to steal it; that’s what he’s doing. I knew the old skinflint
was up to something,” muttered Clifford.
“He better not try,” grunted Moore in a menacing voice.

“Well, let’s have some fun out of it,” suggested Shreck. “We can get
it back if he tries to damp it in the river; and then we’ll have the fun of
soaking him proper.”
All agreed, and we crept from our hiding place and followed our man of
the night at a safe distance, skirting the edge of the road, and screening

ourselves as much as possible behind trees and fences.
I swung myself up in the fork of a tree to observe better Footzy’s move-

ments, and was struck by something very peculiar about him which had

escaped the gang’s attention before.

A light suit streaked with severe

black stripes, and baggy trousers, adorned the shrimp’s blunt figure. This
style of dress made him look weird as he strangely began to gesticulate

wildly with his hands.
He was approaching the black mouth of the covered bridge, and the light :
of the full moon, reflected vividly by the snowy mirror,‘ seem to focus its
rays on this unholy and ghostly figure that was looming up so gruesomely

I felt that I was imder a spell, for was it not merely Footzy

before me? I endeavored to shake off the queer feeling, and tried to regain
my normal feelings, but the sight seemed to remain as uncanny as before.

But what is he about to do now? I had waited to see him swallowed up
in the pitch darkness of the depths of the covered bridge, but instead of
entering its mouth he swung the bob sharply to the right of the levee, set

the sled as if to coast, and then filling the valley with a blood-curdling
sound that seemed a blend of a Jaugh and shriek, he dropped on the bob
and disappeared from sight, heading straight for the black, eddying stream
below.

His laugh was caught up bv the bluffs on the right and left, and the
echo of that weird cry entered my very soul. Horrified and almost unable
to move, I tumbled from my perch and ambled as best I could after my
friends.
I found them some distance ahead, emerging from the shadows of the
ditch, bent on climbing to the road above. Aroused from my stupor, fear
lent strength to my legs, and pacing the pike at Duffy’s speed, I soon overtook them. I gasped out the horrible news the best I could, and as soon

\

before me.
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as they understood, they all ran for the levee over which Footzy had
strangely disappeared. ‘The figures of the runners, only too vividly outlined by the flooding moon, seems to mock at their efforts to reach the man
who had already passed to the land beyond the clouds. Onward they ran,
and down the slope, straight to the edge of the river, but in vain.
A feeling akin to that felt in the presence of the dead cast its spell over
us, and there was silence, save for the lap of the rough waves as they lashed
the soft clay banks, mingled with the moaning of the wind through the
timbers of the bridge. We stared at one another, helplessly, knowing that “
any attempt to make the river reveal the place of the dead would be futile.

Perhaps, by this time the body might be washed some hundred yards down

the stream.

“Let's go home and tell the folks,” at last spoke up Bob Moore. “It’s
better than standing here.”
It was, indeed, better than remaining on the sad scene of the tragedy,
and mentally seconding the motion, we all hurried to the Moore homestead.

Needless to say, not a word was spoken, but at the height of speed and

with bated breath we kept up until we had arrived at the evergreen lane

leading up to the gradual rise, at the top of which rested snugly the old

farmhouse.
~
We were just rounding the clump of cedars when a hideous, black form

sprang from the shadows of the cedar lane, swelled the night with an awful.
roar, and launched itself directly into our midst. We uttered a shriek of
terror, and wildly ran for distance and safety.
I ran as I never ran before, carrying with me the roar that filled my
ears, and eager to get away from the monster, a glimpse of whom I caught
as he uttered that fearful yell as he emerged from the cedars. ‘J seemed
to see him still, covered from head to foot with black, soft grime, and with
his arms and legs flailing the air like a-full-grown catamount.

On, on I ran, never stopping to draw breath, down the railroad and across
the bridge, over the dark, surging waters that lashed their mournful tones

into my very ear. I seemed to see the death face of Footzy in the churning
river below, when the thought dawned upon me with its awful reality—had

Footzy metamorphosed into the loathsome monster of the cedar lane?
I felt a spell of weakness coming over me; my knees were giving way
under me. In desperation a braced up and makingalast effort I stumbled
along the road, and in a dazed condition, reached home. I crept up the

creaky back stairs, still fearful that the loathsome monster was still at my
heels, and with my remaining strength crawled into bed.

I do not know how long I remained awake, for it seemed hours to me.

When my eyes did close in sleep it was one long, restless night, disturbed
by black spirits hovering about, and corpses sitting up and staring at me.

I still shudder when I think of that night.
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When I arose in the morning I told no one about the happenings of the

previous night, but patiently waited for the Morning Gazette. On its arlival I betook myself to a. corner to glean some news of the suicide. I soon
found it in glaring headlines.
“Oh, John!”
:
=

Deuce take it! There was Raney yelling at the door just when I wanted
to read the news as the town knew it.
“Come in,” I cried, without getting up. “Most thrilling suicide of the
year,” I kept reading, for I wanted to finish it before getting up.
“Some muddled affair, wasn’t it 2”
“What was?’ I asked distractedly. “Black waters give back their dead,”
I read on.
“Funny, too, the way it happened.”
“Blame you, Raney! Don’t bother me; I want to read this.”

“TI bet you made it home in less than five minutes last night, didn’t you2”
witheringly cut in Raney.
“Well,. what’s got through you, anyway?’ I cried angrily at Raney. I
glanced up and saw Raney wearing a look of secret satisfaction. “Well, out
with it; I know you want to say something pretty blamed bad.”

And then follow a short explanation from Raney’s lips, and I rolled over
the floor in convulsions of laughter—the whole affair was so ridiculous.
Footzy’s twin brother had escaped from the insane asylum, and finding
our bob, had gone coasting to his doom in the river below the bridge. In
the meantime, Footzy, ignorant of his brother’s escapade and subsequent
death, in his hurry homeward after his evening’s work, accidentally tripped
over a stretched wire square into the hog trough of the farmyard. Instantly
he conceived this to be the trick of the coasting crowd, and mad with
rage, he plunged through the cedar lane, burst into the presence of the
lads, who, already affrighted, one and all pictured him to be the ghost of
the deceased brother metamorphosed into this hideous monster of Cedar

Lane.

EASTER LILIES.
Read what people of different cities have written of ‘‘Easter Lillies,” a suitable

book for a present at Easter Tide.
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Tt is almost impossible to realize that we are now in
the month of March and that those long, dreary months

which last fall we looked upon from such a gloomy point
of view are already past; but the calling of the birds in the budding trees
and that delightful, sleepy sensation known as spring fever are undeniable

facts and sufficient proofs that spring is with us. As we look back upon
the winter months and examine into them closely we find that there has
indeed been much doing inthe way of variety to cause time to fly so rap-

idly. From an educational point of view we must state that the Lecture
Course of the past winter was given not only with a view to mere entertain-
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ment, but with the idea of offering to the students of St. Mary’s and to

the people of Dayton as well, an opportunity of hearing the most gifted
and famous men on the American lecture platform to-day. The Course
_ consisted of eight numbers, varying from the comic to the tragic; but

- whether we were holding our sides in laughter at the mirth-provoking antics
of Ralph Bingham or were searching in vain for our handkerchiefs to dry
the tears we could not hold back upon the telling of a homely story by
James Francis O’Donnell; or whether we held our breath in admiration

at the wonderful artistic ability of Mr. Crane or form in our minda picture of the salubrities and celebrities of John Kendrick Bangs; or while
we marveled at the genius of interpretation shown by Mr. Griffith, there
was something more than mere external appearances taking place; for

those men left us a part of themselves; they offered to give us what they
had acquired by years of patient effort.

The Lecture Course of 1910-711

~ has closed, but let us hope that the Course for next year will be its equal
in every respect.
Iq@natius Hart, 711.

S. M. I.
ae

Success in any endeavor means to be at the top of the
ladder, to be a leader.

Now, when we speak of success,

we usually mean it in the sense of business affairs; but

there is success in other fields, which, for those concerned, is probably far
more desirable than success in mere money matters; and that is success
in athletics. By the time this paper is reecived, the basket-ball season will
be a matter of history. We hasten, then, to take the opportunity to express

publicly our appreciation of the great work done by the basket-ball team of
1910-711, and to congratulate each individual member of that team upon
the honor of being one of those men whose names will go downin the
athletic history of St. Mary’s as having been a member of the greatest five
ever assembled on the College floor. St. Mary’s has had a most successful
team during the past season—a team that was always on top—a team that

always set the pace for her opponents, with the result that they proved to
be invincible. But we feel certain the real secret of the success of the team
lies with the man who was behind them—vwe take our hats off to Mr. Harry
Solimano. “Solly,” as he is popularly called, deserves far more credit than
our poor ability could pay him—not only for the wondrous results which

he achieved, but because he was the first Alumnus to coach a St. Mary’s
team; we hope that his name will go down in history as the founder of
this system at St. Mary’s, and that in years to come when S: M. T. has

reached the heights towards which she is gradually rising, her name will
be known not only as a great educational institution, but also as an institution sane in her views on athletics. Another very noticeable fact during
the basket-ball season was the faithful attendance of some of the former students of St. Mary’s and friends at every basket-ball game. It is encourag4

-
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ing to note this attendance at the games, and we wish to thank all those
who proved to be such loyal rooters.
Ienatius Hart, 711.

Our
Btrertiaer?

Newspapers and magazines depend upon “advertising”
for. their very existence. Subscriptions, except for some
of our big magazines, fail to realize the amount required

for any pretentious publication.

Many periodicals pride themselves on

carrying only those ads that they can guarantee to the readers as emanating
from honest business men.
THE EXPONENT, being on a better financial basis than the average col-

lege magazine, is not obliged to “hunt” ads of the “Free” big type heading,
nor to take up Sewing Machine Ads on the buying and selling contract

common in newspaper circles. We pride ourselves on carrying ads of busi_ness men of Dayton and elsewhere who believe THE EXPONENT to be a
sane and effective medium for advertising. .We take pleasure in recommending our advertisers to the patronage of our readers, and can guarantee
satisfaction from each and every one advertising in the columns of THE
EXPONENT.
Tuomas Cosey, 711.
Extra

The editorials of our dailies and magazines have re-

eee

peatedly denounced the procrastinating and side-tracking

system of the Senate.

That body seemed to be controlled

largely by the big corporations, until last November, when the nation, weary
of seeing its reasonable hopes crushed, entered a mighty protest with re-

sults only too gladly kept in mind. To cap its shame, the retiring Senate,
or better, 46 against 40, upheld “the gentleman from Illinois,” and unconcernedly refused to legislate upon one of the finest projects of President

Taft—Canadian Reciprocity.

Justice has slept too long.

A revolution is

the sudden and spontaneous outburst of a suppressed evolution.

The peo-

ple of the United States are slow, but withal, persistent in their just demands, and from present indications, their demands are soon to be realized.
A strange coincidence, indeed, when a President must fall back upon his

political enemies; but the situation is not anomalous. After all it is not
party spirit that should run high, but the spirit of loyalty to the nation’s
truest and best interests. If that be one phase of the “New Nationalism,”
and a beneficent one indeed, why such an outery against one who, notwithstanding his notoriety and ubiquitousness, his ever tried to draw good out
of evil.
THomas Cospey, *11.
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Important
Meeting

ALUMNI, ATTENTION!

[

An important meeting of the St. Mary’s Institute
7
x
Alumni Association was held in Alumni Hall, February
22. Notices were sent out to the 110 members residing

in Dayton, but unfortunately but a small number attended.

The meéting

followed the basket-ball victory over Notre Dame University.
The Committee on Membership appointed at the last June meeting, and
consisting of the following members, Dr. A. J. Moorman, 700, Ricwarp P.
BURKHARDT, 88, and Arr’y L. Encar Orenporr, 799, had met previously,
and offered an amendment to take the place of Article IIT. of the Constitution.
Article III., according to the original text of the Constitution. which
has taken care of graduates of the collegiate department, and honorary
members composed of those attending college prior to 1885, has the following wording:

“SEcTion J. Any person haying received a diploma of graduation or
degree, or having received any honorary degree from St. Mary’s Institute,
may become an Active Member of this Association.
“Sec. I]. Any person haying attended St. Mary’s Institute prior to
A. D. 1885, may be admitted as an Honorary Member under the following

conditions, to-wit: His name shall be proposed by an active member: he
shall then be voted upon by ballot, three nays being sufficient to reject.
If acceptable, the President shall then appoint a secret committee of three

Active Members to investigate his character, etc.

If the secret committee

report favorably,.the Active Member proposing the name shall obtain the
person’s application and after the same has been received by the financial
secretary, he shall become a member. All former presidents and vicepresidents of St. Mary’s Institute, together with those who may succeed to
those offices, and all those who may become patrons of the Institute and
Alumni Association in some extraordinary manner, are Honorary Members

of the St. Mary’s Alumni Association.

Honorary Members shall have the
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power to vote upon all matters except those changing the Constitution and
By-Laws, and no Honorary Members shall be eligible for office.”
a:
The report embodying the proposed amendment to the
;

ahove Article III. of the Constitution (the following being a copy of said report) was read at the meeting.

“To the Members of the St. Mary’s Alumni Association, Dayton, Ohio:
“GENTLEMEN:

We, the undersigned committee appointed by your Hon-

orable President to report on a proposed amendment of Article III. of the
Constitution and By-laws, beg leave to report as follows:
“That Section I. of said Article IIT. be amended to read as follows:

“Section I. The membership of this Association shall be composed of
Active, Honorary, and Associate Members.’

“That Section IT. be amended as follows:
“Sec. IT. Any person having received a diploma of graduation or degree, or having received any honorary degree from St. Mary’s ‘Institute,
becomes *pso facto an active member.’
“That Section II. become Section III. of said Article III.

“That a new section be added, known as Section IV. of Article II.
“<Secrion IV. Any person receiving a diploma of graduation from the
High School or Business Department, or from any department below the

standard of the Collegiate Department, which may be hereafter established
by St. Mary’s Institute, may become an Associate Member by making written application to this Association at least four days before the Annual

Meeting in June, said application to be referred to a Committee of Five,
to be composed of the Officers of this Association and the President of St.
Mary’s Institute, and upon a favorable report by said Committee, he shall
be declared an Associate Member.

Associate Members shall have all the

‘ yights and privileges of Honorary Members, as set forth in Section ITI.
of this Article.’

“Respectfully submitted,”
“(Signed
)
“A. J. MOORMAN,

“R. P. BURKHARDT, JR.,
“T,. EpGAR ORENDORF,

“Committee.”
The President of the Alumni Association, Dr. A. J. Moorman, ’00, and

the President of the College, Rev. Bernard P. O’Reilly, spoke on the subject
of the proposed amendment, which, after heing explained in detail, seemed
satisfactory to the members present.
In accordance with Article VIT. of the Constitution, this amendment will

be offered to the Alumni Association for adoption at the Annual Meetingin
June.

Article VII. follows:

“This Constitution may be amended by a two-thirds vote of all the Aedes

Members present at a regular meeting; but no proposition for amendment
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shall be entertained unless it shall have been proposed to the President in
writing, at least one meeting previous to its adoption, subscribed to by at
least five active members, and given a first reading at the meeting at which
it is proposed.”

| COLUMBUS ASSOCIATION :
February
ee

The Columbus Association of Students of St. Mary’s
Institute held a regular meeting at the cafe of Joseph
Hinterschied in Columbus. Edward Dorgan, *76, President of the Association, presided at the meeting. Theelection of officers
took place, and by unanimous vote the officers of last year were reélected.
They are as follows: President, Edward Dorgan, ’%6; vice-president, Joseph Hinterschied, 83; and secretary, John W. Keegan, 94.
ae

The next meeting will be held in April, to arrange to
have a delegation attend the Commenceemnt of S. M. I.
in June. Many of the Old Boys are anxious to witness
another Commencement, while others are bent on meeting their old teachers in July, at the Brothers’ Annual Convention. A‘large delegation,
headed by the officers of the Association, were at the Convention last year,
&

and are all bound to attend again this year and to bring along more of the
Old Boys.

College
a

The new College Album made a decided hit with all the
members present at the meeting. The college bulletin,
the catalogue of engineering, as well as the attractive set

of postal cards were voted as A No. 1 in good advertising for boosting St.
Mary’s.

The news of the coming improvements in St. Joseph’s Hall, com-

prising private rooms for boarding students, as well as spacious accommodations for the Junior and Senior year of Engineering was warmly received with interest by these Columbus Old Boys.

Social
an

A social reunion followed the business meeting. With
truth did the Alumni Editor of last year write of social
reunions of the Columbus Old Boys: “If the Old Boys of

other cities could get a look into these gatherings there would be more

branch organizations in a short while.”

Thanks! “Joe,” for your royal

hospitality.
Members
Pee

Among those present at the meeting and the social reunion were the following: President Edward Dorgan, 776,

Vice-President Joseph Hinterschied, ’83, Secretary John
W. Keegan, *94, John P. Stahl, ’74, Frank Leferenz, ’86, Arthur ete
Hubert Estabrook, 10, and Martin Baumert, ’08.

ras
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The Columbus Association organized April 8, 1907.

5 ce

From that day on the members have lived up to the object

of the Association, as expressed in Article II. of their Constitution, “to maintain and perpetuate among its members the hallowed
memories of school days; to perpetuate the bonds of friendship that unite
the members and bind them to their Alma Mater; to promote the interest
of their Alma Mater in every manner possible; to guard her honor and
welfare ; to unite in interest and sociability, and to aid one another morally
and financially.”
SAINTS GOT NOTRE DAME’S GOAT.

That

Shap Watseea

The Old Boys who forgot to come out to that Notre

Dame game, and incidentally to attend the Alumni Meet-

ing after the game, missed seeing a game that proved a

corker, with the Saints safely bobbing on top. Oh your Dayton sports! a
bunch of you missed the game of your life. Ask those of the Alumni who
were out. They felt so chesty over the victory that buttons ripped off their
vests long before the game was over. St. Mary’s quintet played their usual
steady game, showing no stage fright from battling with their heavier and
more experienced seniors. A big crowd from the city was there to see the
game, but, honestly, just between us, you Old Boys were precious in numbers that night.

;
OLD BOY NUGGETS.

Rev. F. Jos.
OP

Rev. F. Jos. Kenty, 790, who has been connected with
the Cathedral of Peoria, Illinois, for fully seven years,

has been transferred, together with the former rector of
the Cathedral, Rey. Francis J. O’Reilly, to St. Patrick’s Church, Danville,
Illinois.

From St. Patrick’s Monthly Messenger, which we receive regu-

larly, we note with pleasure the same active religious spirit at work in the
organizing of sodalities and of the Holy Name Society that characterized
Father Kelly’s life in Peoria. What Peoria has lost, Danville has: gained.
Father Kelly has ever been a loyal and enthusiastic admirer of the work
done at his Alma Mater for the advancement of learning and at the col-

lege in his own Gem City. He has been fortunate in being able to spend
his summer vacation at home, and it has been his wont to pass afternoons
at St. Mary’s in the company of his old teachers and friends. He is an interested reader of THE EXPONENT, and in a recent letter to the Editor,

writes that he was “hungry for news from good old 8. M. I.”
We heartily wish Father Kelly success in his new field, and may he find
as many friends in Dansville as the number of his devoted friends that
still regret his departure from Peoria.
J. Joseph
eee

J. JosePpH Connors, 700, has joined the ranks of the
Dayton Alumni who have begun to have a great fascina- _

tion for the peal of the wedding bells. Miss Marie Witchger, one of Dayton’s most charming and well beloved young women, and
-
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our loyal Alumnus, were united in marriage on February 8 at Sacred Heart
Church. Urban Deger, an intimate friend of the bride and groom, pre-

sided at the organ, while solos by William Keyes and violin obligatos by
Wm. J. Bieker added to the solemnity of the Nuptial Mass.
Miss Eva Witchger attended her sister, while WaLrer Connors, 705, at-

tended as best man. A large number of friends were in attendance at the
wedding breakfast at the home of the bride’s mother where an elegantly
appointed menu was served. After receiving congratulations and best
wishes from their many friends, Mr. and Mrs. J. Joseph Connors left for
a wedding trip on the noon train. On their return they will make their
home at 44 Almerwyn Terrace, Dayton, Ohio.
Congratulations, “Jerry,” from your many friends among the Faculty

and Students of S. M. I. We shall be expecting you to pay an “official
- visit” to St. Mary’s real soon.

Albert
Penson

Albert Heile, *04, was another Old Boy to hear the
peal of wedding bells before the Lenten Season had ushered

in for 1911. On February 2, Albert was wedded to the
bride of his choice, Miss Antoinette Kokenge, a charming young lady of
Hyde Park, Ohio. The marriage service was held at St. Mary’s Church
of Hyde Park, and God’s blessing was invoked on this happy couple at the
Nuptial Mass celebrated by Rev. P. J. Hayes, pastor, assisted by Rey. John
Burk of St. Mary’s, and Rev. I. M. Ahmann of St. Aloysius’? Church, Covington, Ky.
The immediate relatives and friends of the bride and groom were present
at the wedding breakfast at the home of the bride’s parents. The day was

spent receiving congratulations from their many friends.

In the evening

Mr. and Mrs.. Albert Heile left on an extended tour in Cuba and the
Bermudas. On their return they will reside in Covington. Albert, congratulations from Alma Mater!
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JOSEPH GRAHAM, 714, Editor.
HIGHEST HONORS FOR FEBRUARY.
Collegiate Department.

Senior Letters........,.........Anthony Tague, 89; Ignatius Hart, 88
Senior Science........ William Seidensticker, 90; Lawrence Strattner, 88
SUDIOY LeIETETS os ss
ese Siac Leo Schmitt, 88; Thomas Cobey, 81

Sophomore Letters............. Francis Mueller, 95; Alphonse Mahrt, 94
Preshman betlers. ots
cssek oere Leo Walsh, 91; Joseph Graham, 91
Freshman Engineering............- Robert Gray, 95; Oliver Conklin, 91
High School Department.

Vourthi High...
Piitd High...

oe ace ees Edward Purpus, 94; Joseph Schlaudecker, 93
ns oar ...e++..--Robert Sherry, 97; Francis Thill, 97

Second High—A.......A. Kuntz, 96; O. Krusling, 96; A. Burgmeier, 95

Second High—B.......... W. Faigle, 97; J. Burbridge, 95; L. Swift, 95 |
fee J. Hogan, 95; J. Roth, 94; C. Meyer, 94
Ai ee
Pret High
First High—B...-..R. Ritzert, 91; T. Oppenheim, 90; A. Burgmeyer, 90
Business Department.

Second Business.......... L. Bucher, 96; A. Janszen, 96; T.. Fleming, 96
Piet” Business os ao yas signed 6a ee Robert Scott, 92; Harry Keagler, 89
Elementary Department.

Highth Grade—A............ Joseph Schaefer, 89; Charles Schoenung, 84
HKighth Grade—B....... P. Ohmer, 90; A. Schumacher, 90; E. Munch, 86
Seventh Grade............- Carl Borntraeger, 93; Frank Kubkowski, 92
a 5 J. Ott, 93; A. Stoermer, 93; J. Wittthann, 93
Bie a i ox eo

<casoewees William Haag, 94; Edward Madigan, 93
Beth Grade. oor
James Francis

O’Donnell

On Tuesday evening, February 14, a large and interested

audience witnessed the presentation of Sheridan’s “Rivals” by
James

Francis

O’Donnell,

in

St.

Mary’s

auditorium.

This

marked the concluding number of the S. M. I.-K, C. Lecture Course, and it was
a fitting climax.

The interpretation of the characters of this drama was

brought out in forcible realism, while the elocutionary effect was unusually

good.

The story is full of pure comedy and furnished Mr. O’Donnell with a

wide scope for his interpretation.
On Friday afternoon, Mr. O’Donnell lectured on “The Living Word,’ before
the students of St. Mary’s, Notre Dame Academy, and those of the eighth
grades of several of the parochial schools. His treatment of the value of words
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and the development of the voice was illustrated with many examples.
a treat, as instructive as well as entertaining.

Washington’s

It was

Washington’s Birthday was celebrated this year by the III.

Birthday _ Division in a truly American style.

In the afternoon, the

Division club-room, artistically decorated for the occasion,
was the scene of a unique entertainment. It would be difficult to single out
each individual number and give the respective merits thereof. Among others,
however, the “Dutch Justice,” a farce, received universal applause and was the
cause of much laughter and merriment. After the entertainment, a neat lunch
of sandwiches, ice cream, and ginger ale was served. We were also pleased to
note the presence on this occasion of several members of the Faculty and
several distinguished visitors. The program:
:
1. Selection, III. Division Orchestra; 2. National Song, III. Division: 3. Life
and Character Sketch of Washington, E. C. Purpus; 4. Violin Solo, “Bohemian
Girl’ Selections, E. Hais; 5 Quotations from Washington; 6. Violin Duet, R.
Schenk and E. Hais; 7. Recitation, Rhyme of the Presidents, J. Hogan; 8. Cornet Solo, W. Freund; 9. Recitation, Quack Doctor’s Oration, A. Krusling; 10.
Violin Solo, R. Schenk; 11. Dutch Justice, Farce; 12. Awarding of Prizes,
Euchre Party, Checker Tournament, Pool Tournament; 13. “My Country, ’Tis
of Thee,” III. Division; 14. Selection, III. Division Orchestra; 15. Lunch.

Musical

Notes

The Musical programs at the F. J. O'Donnell Lectures were

as follows:

I. By the Student Orchestra: March, “Band! Band! Band!”
Brown and Ayer; Medley Two-Step, “The Dublin Rag,” from “Madam Sherry”;
Medley Waltz, “O You Dream!’ Schwarz and Gumble; March, “High Jinks,’
Whidden and Conrad.
II. By the S. M. I. Orchestra:
March, “The Conqueror,’ Boehm; Overture,
“Poet and Peasant,” von Suppe; Selections from “Faust,” Gounod; March,
“Our Starry Banner,” Parella. Seven small boys waving United States flags
at the Trio, created quite a surprise and enthusiasm by their sudden appearance,
The newly-organized S. M. I. Band played the following program at the
Notre Dame Basket-ball Game: March, “Our Boys in Blue’; March, “On to Victory”; “S. M. I. March”
; Song and Dance, “Strolling in the Moonlight”
; March,
“North Atlantic Squadron”; Air, “Dixie Land”; Hymn, “America.”
Between
the halves: March, “The Prize Winner”; Serenade, “Sweet Thoughts”
; March,
“Dashing Caroline”; Air, “Yankee Doodle.” Nothing but the highest praises.
were heard from the thousand spectators for the snappy rendition of the various
numbers by these students after only three weeks’ rehearsals. Hurrah for the
Ss. M. I. Band!

Peter’s
Pence

Contributions for the support of the Holy Father were not
given with the usual generosity by the students of St. Mary’s.
For the month of February they amounted to only $7.00. The
Seventh Grade is by far in the lead, with the amount of $2.09 and an average

of 11 cents.
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The students of Second Year High—B have elected for the

ea

second term, the following officers: Edwin Cole, president;

rele
Rauth Bush, vice-president; Cyril Hochwalt, secretary; Leonard Swift, treasurer; John Weigand, historian. Albert Meininger was appointed
editor-in-chief of “The Quill,’ and Wm. O’Leary, humorist.
The Washington and Lincoln Session was held on February 21, 1911. The
program carried out was as follows: 1. Song, America, Class. 2. Essay, Youth
of Lincoln, W. Schleinitz.
3. Essay, Lincoln's Political Career, H. Keenan.
4. Recitation, Patriotism, E. Weber. 5. Essay, Lincoln in the White House,
L. Swift. 6. Oration, Abraham Lincoln, J. Burbridge.
7. Recitation, Truth,
A. Kinninger. 8. Essay, Youth of Washington, C. Fitzpatrick. 9. Vocal Solo,
The Red, White and Blue, E. Cole. 10. Essay, Washington and the French War,
Wm. Faigle. 11. Vocal Solo, Yankee Doodle, A. Kinninger. 12. Essay,. George
Washington, E. Cole and F. Farrell,

A. Meininger.

13. Oration, Washington, the Statesman,

14. Recitation, The Ship of State, J. Weigand.

otic Airs, Class.
:
Museum

15. Songs, Patri-

*
The curator makes. grateful acknowledgement to the following contributors:

To Very Rev. George Meyer, S. M., for a Papal Coin.
‘TTo Master George Hochwalt, for an old book of 1815, entitled “‘The Picture

of Uondon for 1816.”

:

5

caer ti

To Mrs. H. Janning, for a candle mould of 1836.
To Master N. Sacksteder, for unused bullets from the Columbus Strike of 1910.
To Master George Klopp, for various coins,
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FRED W. Sturm, ’14, Editor

Can the St. Mary’s quintet of ’10-11 play the game? Well, if you think it is
not up to the standard, just ask another team of a year’s experience to produce
a better record. The winning of nine games out of nine and that from some
of the fastest teams of the State, is sufficient proof of the championship calibre
of the Saints. And if you wish to be still further convinced, read the account
of the Notre Dame game. In order to give St. Mary’s followers a peep into
the inside working of the team, and of the ability of the individual players,
E. C. Gerlach, St. Mary’s scorer, has produced the following:
1910

St. Mary’s Basket Ball Record

Games Played—9
e
POSITION
RHOKGLOUCE ooh cc se tie te Lk:
We
Ce aes
Sleo. Gs
Janszen (Captain)..... Ro 28.
HUTSPE
iaps pe
eon ete Roe.
PRARONCY (8 8205.2
ota
L. G.
PALM cionsios
. ip a
Sub.
PMCHIDNC Yee Sub.
PEE WORTS

5, Sos
setase

Sub.

GAMES
PLAYED
9
9
9
9
9
5
5
2

Total Points Scored..........SERS 314--motal Points Awarded. 222.
...06.0&. £2

FIELD
GOALS
Bt
45
30
26
26
3
0
1

1911

Games Won—9
TOTAL
FOUL GOALS
POINTS
34 out of 72
108
2 out of 6
92
2 out of 9
62
52
58
6
0
2

St Mary’s: Total’ Score: s...2s2. As 375
Opponents’<7 otal Scores oc 193

St. Mary’s-45
For the first time in years, Capital U. marched home with
VS.
a smarting defeat hanging to their grips, and the Saints had
Capital U.-20 wiped out the stain of former defeats by the pretty score of
45—20. The score looks like the Columbus bunch were off color; the fact is,
however, Capital was in fine form and played their best, but were defeated,
as their captain afterwards remarked, “By the superior pass-work and basket-

shooting of the local collegians.”
The game opened fast, Columbus finding the meshes for two baskets within
the first few minutes of play. This threw St. Mary’s on their guard, and
buckling down to some fine and consistent floor-work, they broke the visitors’
pass-work repeatedly, and stacked up a comfortable margin of their own. The
score at the end of the first half stood 19—6.
Capital put up a stiffer argument in the second half and the game waxed
more interesting, but the Saints were going at a fearful pace and the score
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Varsity Basket Ball
G. McKinney

H. Solimano, (Coach)
H. Sacksteder,

E, Neary

U Boll

Team

W. Seidensticker, (Mer.)

A. Janszen, (Capt.)

G. Mahoney

L. Schweers

I Hart

THE SAINTS’ BASKET BALL COACH

JAMES DICKSON POLLEY, Jr.

q Hats off to HARRY SOLIMANO, '07, to whom belongs the

q The ‘cinder path” and the ‘‘diamond” are showing signs of

credit of turning out the great team S. M. I. had this basket

life on the warm afternoons of March.

ball season.

Jr., the new Coach for the Track Team and Base Ball Team has

Harry coached the team well, and the victories

without
a single defeat show the worth of his work.

James Dickson Polley,

Antioch

put the ginger into the candidates for this year, and great inter-

College, Capital U, Cincy U, and the great Notre Dame, all
looked alike to our quintet, due to the intelligent and efficient

est has been brought out by the new coach at a very early date.

coaching of our loyal Alumnus, who absolutely refused to coach

charge of Athletics for the coming season. @ James Dickson
Polley, Jr., was born in Charleston, S. C., but spent most of his

the team ona salary basis. Harry insisted on giving S. M. I.
another Championship Team of the ’07 calibre, on the condition

He will hold the position of Physical Director and have full

years in Richmond, Va.

He attended the grammer schools of

that no remuneration be given for his services. Q Loyal Old
Boy! The President, Faculty, Students, and the fazr rooters,

later the Army Post School, of Washington, D. C.

one and all, thank you for your grand work in giving S. M. I. a

coach and physical director of the Richmond Grays, 1908-1909,

Championship Team, whose record looks good to us---and to
you; don’t it Harry?

of the First Virginia Regiment, 1909-1910, and of the Covenant-

Richmond, studied at the Virginia Mechanics Institute, and

ers of Charleston, W. Va., 1910-1911.

He was
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piled up.
Then McKinney and Neary came in for a taste of the sport and
kept the scoring machine running like old timers. The final score read 45—20.
The line-up:
St. Mary’s—Janszen, Neary, r. f.; Sacksteder, 1. f.; Boll, c.; Mahoney, r. g.;
Hart, McKinney, l. g.
Capital—Sayler, r. f.; Heim, 1. f.; Danny, c.; Dell, r. g.; Hecht, 1. g.
Referees—Pflaum and Prothit, alternating.
‘

St. Mary’s-49
St. Mary’s cramped the score-board with points and_ incice ee
dentally taught their opponents a few tricks of the game, when
Cin. U.-18
they tackled the Cincy quintet on February 10. It should not
be said that the game was a runaway, because the Cincy lads stuck to the fight
till the final’ whistle blew, and smoked the floor with some hard attempts to
score.
The real playing, though, was left to the care of Solly’s bunch, and
their clever pass-work brought forth the applause of the crowd. Hart rolled
in the first ball and was followed a moment later by Janszen, and then by the
others, so that the pill flew into the net with alarming frequency. The basketshooting, despite the high score, was poor; and Coach Solimano declared he
would give the team some rigorous practice in finding the net, in preparation
for the Notre Dame game. The score at the end was 49—18 in the Saints’
favor, of course. The line-up:
St. Mary’s—Janszen, r. f.; Sacksteder, Neary, 1. f.; Boll,-c.; Hart, r. g.; Mahoney, McKinney, 1. g.
:
Cincinnati—Stewart, r. f.; Davis, ]. f.; Bissmeyer, c.; R. Janszen, r. g.;
Burger, Kranz, l. g.
:
Referees—Easton and Mahrt. .

St. Mary’s-34
St. Mary’s faced a grave proposition on February 17, when
Vs.
they attempted to take the Old Boys to camp, and it was only
Old Boys-33
by keeping cool-headed and taking advantage of every opportunity to work their dazzling tricks, that victory was finally achieved.
Pflaum, of the famous ’07 team, caged the first pill on one of those peculiar
but difficult shots of his, and from that time the Old Boys and Regulars alternated in scoring. The game was intensely exciting and flashy throughout.
Every minute the rooters for the Red and Blue expected the score to stand in
favor of St. Mary’s, and every minute the Alumni cheered their favorites. to.
heap up the score. ‘“Solly,’ the greatest of Dayton guards, heid the Saints’
baskets at low figures while Pflaum successfully swelled the Old Boy score.
These two stars kept the Saints trailing along, till just within the closing minute of play, Captain Augie copped a brilliant basket and the long string of
victories remained unbroken.

The Old Boy S-ooters marched sadly down the

lane, yet secretly pleased that their Alma Mater was so well represented in

Basket-Ball. The line-up:
St. Mary’s—Janszen, r. f.; Sacksteder, 1. f.; Boll, c.; Hart, r. g.; Mahoney, 1. g.
Old Boys—Zimmerman, Gregor, r. f.; Pflaum, 1. g.; ,Solimano, c.; Kramer,
Te: Varley, 1:2.

Referee—Mahrt.

Time of halves, 20 minutes.
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St. Mary’s-27
On February 22, before the largest crowd that ever turned
Vs.
out to witness a St. Mary’s game, the local quintet pulled off a
Notre Dame-21
3
most spectacular game, a game that was easily the best Dayton ever witnessed.
“Solly” had worked his men hard, to be in fine trim
for the great game, and the skill with which they paced the floor, blocked passwork and corralled the ball on every possible shot, manifested what great work
the coach had done.
The game was nip and tuck throughout. Both teams played with a dash
and a precision that called forth the admiration of the crowd and the score
hung close to the ‘tie’ post most of the game. It was in the last three minutes
of play that the Saints made their hardest spurt. The pace and pass-work they
-set up was marvelous and completely bamfoozled their heavy opponents. When
the score stood 20—20, Mahoney squirmed out of a pinch beneath Notre Dame’s
basket and bounced the ball to Saxy at the other end of the hall, like a shortstop pegging it home. Saxy caged the ball. Two other baskets followed before
the visitors could collect their wits, and the final score announced a 27—21
victory. To pick out the individual stars of the game is impossible. Every
one shared in the spectacular playing. Maloney and Fish were selected as the
visitors’ best men. The line-up:
St. Mary’s—Janszen, r. f.; Sacksteder, 1. f.; Boll, c.; Hart, r. g.; Mahoney, 1. g.
Notre Dame—MeNickle, Maloney, r. f.; Fish, 1. f.; Feeney, c.; Ulatoskie, r. g.;
Granfield, 1. g.
Referee—Pflaum. Time of halves, 20 minutes.
Strikes and

Spares

The following is the record of the Bowling Association of

the Institute:
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The standing of the Basket-ball League in the I. Division

is as follows:
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THE CADETS.

Cadets-36
That the Christmas holidays did not interfere with the playVS.
ing ability of the Cadets is evidenced by the fact of how they .
Springfield-11 stowed away the crack Springfield Hi bunch on January 6.
The Springfield Hi team boasts of some fine basket-ball material, but it could
do nothing versus the classy wearers of the red and brown.

~
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Cadets-28
On January 19, the Cadets put the damper on whatever hopes
VS.
Springfield ever had of acquiring fame as pill-shooters, by deSt. Raphael’s-12 feating St. Raphael’s Hi by the score of 28—12. The game was
staged on the Turner Hall, but the Cadets are used to any floor, and played St.
Raphael’s off their feet.

The whole Cadet team basked in the limelight and

the crowd of rooters had plenty of work to accompany the grand work of the
team with the S. M. C. Rah!

Cadets-19
VS.
Midgets-42

On February 6, the Cadets, in perfect condition, took the floor
to give battle to the famous Chicago Hull House Midgets for
the championship of the United States. Full of faith in their

wonderful machine, and in each other, its cogs, they fought with that bulldog
determination to win, for which they are noted, but were doomed to defeat.
The Midgets were such in name only, being men and outweighing the Cadets
at least fifteen pounds to the man. Asa result, the Cadets lost to the Windy
City aggregation by the score of 42 to 19, after a terrific fight. The largest
_erowd that ever attended a local basket-ball game this winter was present, and
St. Mary’s Hall echoed with the shouts of almost a thousand rooters.

In no wise undaunted by the first defeat ever administered
them, the game little Cadets lined up the following night, February 7, and promised to give the Midgets the run of their
career. That they fulfilled their threat with a vengeance, is evidenced by the
score of 40 to 29, even if they did emerge from the fray at the short end of the
count. The game opened with a rush, characteristic of the wearers of the red
and brown, and when the whistle sounded for the end of the first half, the score
stood 21—18 in favor of the Midgets. Both teams were on edge when the
second half opened, and knew that one supreme effort was all that was needed
.to decide the game. For a while it looked as if the terrific speed at which the
Cadets were playing, was telling on the Midgets, but when the referee announced the ¢lose of the second great championship game, the Midgets were
still on top. To pick the stars of the contest, would be to mention every man
Cadets-29
a oepee
Midgets-40

of both teams. as it was the case of two powerful machines arrayed against

each other. The best team won. Too much credit cannot be accorded to the
Hull House Midget champions, for they certainly are an all-star team and
play like demons.
The Cadets have lost two of the greatest games of their career, but these losses
do not refiect on their glory, but serve only to increase it, when the thought
that they were outclassed in size and weight, is taken into consideration.
Moreover, the Midgets greatly admired the Cadets, saying it was the best team
they have played and the two hardest struggles they have encountered in their
whole championship career.
However, when it comes to the division of the spoils, one who shares equally
with the players, the honors, is none other than Harry Solimano, their able
coach, to whose efforts may be attributed the perfection to which the Cadet
team has attained.
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Juniors-23

On January 26, the Junior team played the fast Tigers, lead-

WS.
Tigers-24

ers of Bomberger League. In the first half the playing was a
pit slow owing to the rough playing of the Tigers. In the

second half, however, the Juniors were at their best, tearing around in a whirlwind fashion and steadily creeping up on their opponents. Within seven minutes of closing time the Tigers, probably fearing defeat, left the floor, not
standing for a decision of the referee. The line-up:
Juniors—Mahoney, r. f.; Neary, Kuntz, 1. f.; Braun, c.; Mahoney, r. g.;
Shafer, 1. g.
Tigers—Patterson, r. f.; Bleicher, 1. f.; Koellner, c.; Ochs, r. g.; Miltner, 1. g:
Juniors-42
VS.
Medway-14

On February 9, the Juniors encountered the fast Medway
five, winning the game easily by a large margin. If Medway’s
passing was good, the Juniors’ guarding was better, and the
visitors’ pass-work was broken up before they had time to throw for a basket.
The Juniors had their pass-work trimmed to fine points, and caged the ball at
will. The line-up:
Junios—Mahoney, r. f.; Kuntz, Neary, 1 f.; Braun, c.; Mahoney, r. g.; Shafer,
Campbell, 1. g.
:
Medway—H. Lewis, r. f.; C. Lewis, 1. f.; Tompson, c.; Brosey, r. g.; Styer, 1. g.
Junicrs-34
_ VS.
Stivers-25

The Juniors put up a close and very exciting practice game
with Stivers Hi, Monday afternoon. The first half closed 17—16
in favor of the Juniors, but in the second half they employed
their best pass-work and ran up the score by some very remarkable shots. The
line-up:
Juniors—Neary, Kuntz, r. f.; Mahoney, 1. f.; Braun, c.; Mahoney, r. g.; Shafer,
Campbell, 1. g.
Stivers—Madden, r. f.; Howitt, 1. f.; Theile, c.; Ulen, r. g.; Moehring, 1. g.
Juniors+28
VS.

On February 16, in one of the most exciting Junior games,
the Carlisles took the St. Mary’s lads to camp with a scant

Carlisles-32

four-point margin.

The Juniors played poor ball the first half;

in the second, however, they braced-up and exhibited some very clever passwork, good guarding, and sensational shooting. They were unable to pass the
28 mark and the final whistle sounded a dearly-bought victory to the Carlisles.
The line-up:
Juniors—Neary, r.

f.;

Kuntz, Campbell, 1. f.;

Braun, ¢c.;

Mahoney, r. g.;

G. Mahoney, 1. g.

C. BRAUN.
Itl. DIVISION.

Til. Division
Regulars

There is no use denying that the III. Division has an excellent team. Every man plays like a veteran at the game, while
the five united in a struggle on the gym floor, show the classiest
quintet at their age and size around the walls of St. Mary’s. They have played
several Bomberger League teams, generally defeating them.
They took the
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Aristas to camp in a very exciting game, the final score being 15—9. They
romped over the gym floor with the Edgemonts at a 50—8 score, but later, in another game they were given a harder run and nosed out a victory at the figures
30—28. The fellows who grace this quintet are: Reitemeier, Schenk, Krusling,
Kranz, and Purpus.
Hil. Div.

Reserves-30

When the Regulars are away, their places are admirably well

filled by the Reserves.

They beat the Crystals in a well-fought

Crystals-12
game, although they were outweighed to a man. The line-up:
Crystals—Buremeier, r. f.; Pflaum, |. f.; Campbell, c.; Roehm, r. g.; Wil
liams, 1. g.
Reserves—Gladen, r. f.; Farrell, 1. f.; Morin, c.; Steffen, r. g.; Ed. Gross, 1. g.
They played another game with the Crystals, beating them 24—18.
Tif. Division

Midgets-13

At last, after ten successive victories, the Midgets went down

jin defeat at the hands of the Billikens. They claimed it was

Billikens-24
a tough-luck game, and want another battle, in order to show
the superiors. The line-up:
Midgets—Voss, r. f.; Krusling, 1. f.; Wintermeyer, c.; Kranz, r. g.; Hogan, 1. g.
Billikens—O’Hearn, Kelley, r. f.; Williams, 1. f.; P. Farley, c.; Farley, r. g.;
Reynolds, 1. g.
The standing of the Division Leagues is as follows:
Class A.
Class B.
TEAM.
CAPT.
We shie POT:
TEAM.
CAPT.
W das Pers
Paulhans
Purpus
9
4 .691 # Orvilles
Ott.
=
Ss
210
Farmans
Krusling
8
4 .666
#£Wilburs
Hogan
J = 5280
Dumonts
Kranz
7
6
.538
Grahams
Cummings
7
6. .538
Moisants
Sehenk
1 11 .083
Lathams
Wintermeyer
2 11 .153
BE. C.. PuRPUS.
TV. DIVISION.
The regularity of practice and the scientific coaching of Neary has produced
a clever little bunch of basket-ball players in the IV. Division. They have won
many games and it must be said, some of their opponents were strong aggregations, yet none could figure with the IV. Division Regulars. The lads forming this remarkable quintet are: Kovacic, captain, Pohlman, Neary, Monning,
Gayner, Leininger, Rolandelli, and MacDonald.
:
On February 2, they put the crimpers on the Haskells, a sturdy Day Scholar
bunch, in a clean and well-played game. The Haskells lined up Hochwalt,

Donnelly, Broadstone, Hahne, Duffy.

:

When it comes to having two exciting games in one day, it remains for the
IV. Division to work the stunt. The first was close and exciting, and only
Neary’s sensational basket in the last minute of play won the game from the
Day Scholars, 18—17. The Day Scholars lined up Kelley, Reynolds, Hausfeld,
Richter, Dickensheets. The seore of the second game was small, the IV. Division being fagged out from the first game. Score: IV. Division, 11; Ben Hurs,
10. A few days later the IV. Division again downed the Ben Hurs by a 29—16
score. The Ben Hurs had Zimmerle, Bleicher, Diehlhart, Pollock, and Shell
in their line-up.
:
:
On February 18, the Regulars played a star Y. M. C. A. bunch off their feet,
winning by a large margin. ‘Score, 29—1.
The Shamrocks, champions of the Bomberger Park League, fell an easy
prey to the masterly playing of the IV. Divisioners: The score, 41—4, shows
what a team the IV. Division has.
CHas. MEYER, 717.
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Exchanges
The S. V. C. Student in its choice of topics knows how to blend in just
proportion the useful with the agreeable.- Its articles on
Field” is an interesting and instructive paper, showing the
the crude oil products. Though California waters may no
gold nuggets, California soil yields a priceless substitute
crude oil.

“A California Oil
possible future of
longer teem with
in its wealth of

The “Villa Sancta Scholastica” in its new guise of a quarterly is to be
congratulated, both for the beauty of its cuts and the subject matter of its
articles. You cannot help feeling that it is loyally Benedictine.
No doubt
the students were inspired to choose subjects connected with the grand old
Order because of the feasts of St. Scholastica and Benedict occurring during
the winter season. A Benedictine number was, therefore, perfectly in order.
However, it would seem somewhat forced if all the numbers of a quarterly
were made to center about one topic. In literary products, variety, too, is the
spice of life
The Notre Dam Scholastic is always a welcome visitor.
Apparing as
it does, week after week, the articles themselves seem to breathe a vivacity
that indicates some tall, strenuous thinking.
It is certainly to the highest
_ credit of the University staff of editors, who, notwithstanding the innumerable
difficulties inherent in college journalism, make the weekly appearance of the
N. D. Scholastic not only a possibility, but, what is much more, a success.
The Fordham Monthly is up to its usual standard. An article on Benedict
Arnold and on Advertising are deserving of special mention. Judging from
this issue, it would seem that the Muses and Sports prosper equally well
within the hallowed walls of Fordham.
The Pittsburg College Bulletin for February offers its readers a happy
variety of prose and verse. There is feeling in “The Town Clock”; to the
author, the disappearance of an old familiar landmark was more than an
everyday occurrence, and hence his soaring rises equal to the occasion.
The Laurel contains a feature that seems worth imitating, namely, its
“Index to Advertisements.”
Subscribers are often acquainted well enough
with the stores of the town, but it is too much like work to read through the
pages of advertisements to find what stores advertise in the college paper.
An

Index

results.

certainly

facilitates

matters,

and

psychologically

augurs

good

The Tower of London is an interesting sketch of this historic relic

of the hub of the universe.
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MEZZOGIORNO, by JOHN AYSCOUGH.
pp., $1.50.

123

St. Louis, B. Herder.

1910.

410

That the ways of Ged to bring souls to a knowledge of Himself, of His love
and of the true faith are various, is beautifully and artistically shown in this
latest book of the gifted John Ayscough. Gillian Thesiger, a beautiful, friendless girl, having lived a purposeless life until her twenty-fifth year, feels a void
in her heart such as we read St. Augustine felt before his conversion. Life
was her trouble, not the troubles of life. Life seemed to her a stale and unin- teresting pursuit in which, however, she was inevitably engaged. —At this
period of her life, she met two different people, one with a purpose in life, the
other with an agony of desire for life itself. The latter, through his worship
of her, got her to realize the existence of a Supreme Being who is the true object
of worship; the former made her realize what a passion worship must be. The
story has a very interesting plot, an abundance of incident, and a variety of
characters that shows close observation of humankind. It is thoroughly Catholic in tone and will prove wholesome and interesting reading to any Catholic
young man. The heroine’s opinion on the merits of the great English novelists is worth while reading; and Father Pope’s discourses on total abstinence,
liberty avd education are choice bits of literature and of sound philosophy.
Rome is a worthy addition to the number of first-class Catholic novels.
COLONEL TODHUNTER OF MISSOURI, by RIPLEY D, SAUNDERS.
anapolis, The Bobbs-Merrill Co. 1911. 327 pp., $1.59.

Indi-

A very interesting and amusing character study vividly depicting an election.
campaign, distinctly

characteristic

of American

politics.

The

colonel

is the

embodiment of a type of an American born in the blue grass regions of Kentucky and reared in old Missouri, a descendant of that colonial Virginian stock
that followed the pioneer trail to the West. The wise sayings and doings of
this “firebrand” of a politician and soldier, interspersed with a charming love
story involving his daughter Mary and the son of his friend, Strickland, and
the latter’s rival, Stam Tucker, form the outline of this interesting tale well
worth the trouble of reading and profitable to old and young.
NONE OTHER GODS, by ROBERT HUGH BENSON.
1911. 477 pp., $1.50.

St. Louis, B. Herder.
:

The grace of God emphasizes and transfigures the natural characteristics of
every man, upon whom it comes with such power as is described in this unique
tale of a young college student named Frank Guisely. Family connections and
traditions withheld from him for a while the light of Faith, but when his
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mature mind, at the close of his college career, made himysee the fallacy of old
English superstition and prejudice, he quietly embraced the cross and became
a devout Catholic unknown to his family and friends. When at last his father
heard of his latest escapade at college and became aware of the fact of his
having left the religion of. his ancestors, he disowned him.

Frank, without a

murmur, left Cambridge, sold his effects and with the scanty coin and his
beloved beads, took to the road, where he fell in with Major and Gertie Trustcott, and for six months tramped from place to place, worked when any labor
was offered, and led a most precarious existence.
These six months were
filled with various episodes, which form the detail of this work. A singular
love affair lends a bit of coloring to a rather morbid character sketch. Exteriorily, a more lamentable failure than Frank cannot be conceived. Advantages of birth, money, education, gifts, positions, were all cast aside without
emotion, and his unreasonable daring and purpose led to his deplorable death.
Men judged his motives of action as unreasonable and degrading.
Did God
judge them so? The reader will find a true judgment of him a difficult task
indeed.
THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA, by GASTON LEROUX.
Bobbs-Merrill Company. 1911. 357 pp., $1.50.

Indianapolis, The

_ Mr. Leroux has chosen the Paris Opera House about which to weave the
choicest bit of fiction that has been our lot to read for some time. This volume, with double page illustrations in colors by André Castaigne, is a tale of
mystery, and of tender love, that bafiles the mind of the reader to solve the
successive weird happenings that take place within that massive maze of
over two thousand rooms that go to make up the greatest opera house of the
world, that of Paris.
The Opera Ghost seldom seen, but frequently heard in his own box, No. 5,
is for all the world true to our conceptions of a ghost. The unseen Angel of
Music who taught Christine Daaé her heavenly tones to the wonderment of all
Paris, renders the mystery of the tale greater still, but softens the otherwise
weird and even cruel deeds of the Opera Ghost.
The tale of love between
Christine Daaé, the young opera singer, and Raoul de Chagny is one of tender
devotedness that springs from a love that is unselfish. As the mystery of the
Opera Ghost and the Angel of Music intertwine through the story, one begins
to wonder whether these two beings are not one. The thrilling tale keeps up
its heart interest to the end, and while mystery is unraveled, the fascination
of The Phantom of the Opera still remains.

HOWARDS END, by E. M. FORSTER.
£914;

New York, G. P. Putnam's Sons.

3.422 pp, $1.35.

Howards End is the finest novel we have read for many a day.
laid mostly in

fascinating London

The plot is

and deals with the gentle folk and those

who pretend to be gentle, The book is rather the story of two families than
of an individual person, though Margaret Schlegel stands out as the heroine. It
is of absorbing and sustained interest, and the plot is carried out with rare
art and written in powerful English. What makes the book especially fasci
nating is its humanness; the author gives us life, real life, just as he observes
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Humanity with its secret and unfathomable depths, its mysteries, its poor

and rich, its enmities, its sins, its loves, is his theme. And to say that Mr.
Forster has given us a fine story, is to give him scant praise. Howards End
will undoubtedly become one of the most popular books of the year,
HOT COALS, by EDGAR-L. VINCENT.
465 pp., $1.50.

Boston, C. M. Clark Pub. Co.

1911.

The conflict between capital and labor will never cease until men live and
act according to the behests of the great Master who says, “Do ye unto others
as you would have them do to you.” In this estimable work is depicted the
grasping, avaricious methods of trusts, in defiance of all laws of God and men,
the pernicious influence exercised on the laboring class, the creation of caste
among the favored few and the cause of the slum life in our large cities.
The characters are fine specimens of our up-to-date business men and in the
persons of Douglass McLeod and Florence Mortimer we are regaled by brilliant
hues of virtue and self-sacrifice, ending in the overthrow of the monster Greed,
and future happiness of the two noble souls who gave their all for charity’s
sake.

THE WAY OF PERFECTION, by SAINT TERESA OF JESUS. Translated
from the Autograph of Saint Teresa by the Benedictines of Stanbrook. Revised and Annotated by the Very Reverend Father Benedict Zimmermann, 0O.C.D.,
Prior. London, Thomas Baker, 1911. 300 pp., 6 shillings.
The “Way of Perfection” is the second of the “two” books written by St.
Teresa for her nuns, the first being her “Life,” written by the advice of the
Grand Inquisitor, Don Francisco Soto y Salazar. The Saint was not inclined
to write a second book after having completed the “Life,” but the confessor of
her convent, yielding to the importunities of the community, commanded her
to write again, embodying in a book the homely instructions she was wont to
give to her daughters.” Teresa intended this book for those of her nuns who
could not profit by the instructions for those in the “higher states” of prayer
as found in her “Life,” and intended in the nature of things, only for the
“chosen few” whom God might lead in the same or similar paths as herself.
It is this that makes “The Way of Perfection’ so useful for people of various .
conditions, and not only for those who serve God within the walls of an enclosed convent. Many who could not understand the Saint’s teaching on mystical theology, and for whom the “Life” and the “Interior Castle’ would be
sealed books, will find in the “Way of Perfection” practical advice to last them
a lifetime. Further explanations of the work are hardly to the point. Father
Zimmerman, from whose scholarly “Introduction” the above is largely quoted
and compiled, has contributed much to the value of the book by this “Introduction,’ and by the copious foot notes scattered all through the work.
JESUS IS WAITING. APPEALS AND REPROACHES FROM THE PRISONER OF LOVE, by MATTHEW RUSSELL, S. J. New York, Benziger Broth-

ers.

1911.

170 pp., 75 cents.

:

Anything new from the pen of Father Russell is welcome—something good,
some new artifice to promote the interests of the good Master. In the present
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book the author’s ingenuity expresses itself most strikingly in the suggestive
title, “Jesus is Waiting,’ and in the selection of the beautiful frontispiece
by Holman Hunt, “a modern painter, the most religious that Protestant Eng:
land has produced.” As for the working out of the suggestion contained in
the title, Father Russell has not disappointed us. A few readings of chapters
must satisfy those who have not read the book until they are so fortunate as
to get a copy: Benediction: Its Hymn and Its last Word; Do We Visit Him?
Prayers at a Visit; A Eucharistic Soul. The last-named chapter refers to “the
true-hearted Irishwoman who was knewn during her unworldly life in the world
as the Hon. Mrs. O’Hagan, and during her religious life as Sister Mary Francis
of the Blessed Sacrament.” To her memory Father Russell has also inscribed

his beautiful little book.
A SPIRITUAL ALBUM.

cents.

New York, Benziger Brothers.

1910.

364 pp., 90

S

This little volume is what its name implies—a selection of beautiful and
helpful thoughts from many sources. It is intended as a pocket companion,
though not a prayer book. Some of the subjects treated, together with the
author’s names, will serve to give a fair idea of the scope and aim kept in
view by the compiler, who, by the way, has modestly kept his name from the
title-page: On True Godliness—St. Francis de Sales; The Greatness of Man—
Pascal; The Death of St. Monica—St. Augustine; How to Spend the Day—St.
Francis de Sales; Kindly Feelings—Coleridge; On Poverty and Riches—StFrancis de Sales; On Friendship with Jesus—Thomas a Kempis.
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, by JOHN M. GILLETTE, Professor of Sociology
in the State University of North Dakota. Cincinnati, American Book Co. 1910.
303 pp., $1.00.
:
To him that can read the signs of the day, the fact cannot have escaped
his observation that there is on foot an educational movement almost amounting to a revolution. To believe the statement of competent schoolmen, there
To
is too much waste, too much useless. material in our school curricula.
point out the remedy for this defect is the aim and object of this present volume. In the first part of the book the author points out the panacea which is
to remedy the ills of our present school system, namely, Vocational Education.
By vocational education or training, is meant the practical and direct conception of the method of making young human beings fit for life. But this vocational education must have the all-important quality of being social, that is to
say, the quality of bringing the education of a given community or society
into essential accord with its fundamental spirit, interests and organization.
These premises the author illutsrates by some accomplished facts in Germany
and the South, and by the reaction on education and the schools. In the second part the author gives the philosophical demonstration of his premises and
The evolution theory is still only an
here he treads on disputed grounds.
the necessity of changes in our school
of
convinced
be
can
men
and
hypothesis,
In the third part of his
system without appealing to the evolution theory.
of vocational trainsocialization
the
of
methods
the
indicates
author
the
book
ing. This part contains much that has probably been the fruit of many years
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of painstaking observation and that can be utilized to good effect by educators
that wish to be in contact and sympathy with the demands and requirements
and spirit of the age.
ST. JUSTIN, MARTYR, by MRS. CHARLES MARTIN.
Brothers. 1910. 104 pp., 60 cents.

New York, Benziger

This is a very opportune book for the present time, when, “more than ever,
we all feel the necessity of our faith being backed up by reason, not oniy for
our own sakes, but more especially for the sakes of those who yearn for the
truth, without always being able to discover it.” Or, to quote again from the
author’s preface, “it seems an opportune moment to remember what it was
that converted a Pagan Philosopher into a Christian Martyr, and to try for
an instant to put ourselves in his place, and to see with his eyes the aspects
under which Christianity presented itself to outsiders in those early days. z
The book gives evidence of much research, and the style is good.
KLEINE CHORALSCHULE, VON P. DOMINICUS JOHNER, O. 8S. B.
York, F. Pustet and Co. 1910. 164 pp., 50 cents.

New

This is Part I. of Father Johner’s now famous “Neue Schule des gregorianischen Choralgesanges,” It is intended for the beginner and the fairly advanced performer of Gregorian Chant, and that includes the majority of those
who sing the Chant even after years of ordinary study and practice. The book
quite answers the purpose of securing a correct and dignified rendition of the
Chant, which is as much as can be expected of the average singer,—far more,
in fact, than most “average” singers ever do. As for those in quest of “higher
things,” they will be satisfied by Part II. of the complete “Schule.”
THE DOCTRINE OF THE COMMUNION OF SAINTS IN THE ANCIENT
CHURCH, by MONSIGNOR DR. J. P. KIRSCH. Translated by John R. McKee,
of the Oratory. St. Louis, B. Herder. 1911. 272 pp., $1.35.
In treating the Doctrine of the Communion of the Saints in the Church,
Monsignor Kirsch, the unassuming though learned professor of Patrology and
Christian Archaeology at the University of Fribourg, Switzerland, undertakes
to trace the evidence of this dogma in the first century of the Christian era,
its development up to the fourth century, and the fully developed doctrine
in the fifth century. The scholarly professor is perfectly at home with the
doctrines of the early Fathers; right here is his forte, for his “Seminar”
bears upon their writings, and all theses for doctorates in theology directed
by him, deal with kindred topics.

He triumphantly refutes the assertion that

the said belief and its practices derive from pagan sources.

In his preface,

the translator describes the history of the doctrine in England, how it was
condemned by the Reformers, only to be taken up once more, and cherished

by the leaders of the Anglican movement. The book both opens and closes
with prayers breathing a strong attachment to God so wonderful in His
Saints:

Amen.

Ad

societatem

civium

cupernorum

perducat

nos

Rex

Angelorum.

We cannot recommend too highly this book coming from one whose

memory and teaching are Very dear to us.
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New York,
THE UNKNOWN LADY, by JUSTUS MILES FORMAN.
Harper & Brothers. 351 pp., $1.50.
This interesting novel, entitled “The Unknown Lady,’ holds the heart
but
interest of the reader because one forgets that he is reading the tale,
of
rather believes that he hears that pretty, quaint story told as only a prince

good story-tellers can relate it.

Truly has the author told the whole truth

about Henry Trent, not “as a great artist, but as a man who wanted something so terribly that he learned to paint tremendous pictures because they
might help him to get what he wanted.” He gives us some pleasing, misty,
hazy, tantalizing glimpses of Henry Trent as a little boy who says such odd,
unchild-like things about the “Gray Eyes” that he has never seen. As he
grows up he is determined to find her before he dies. At Paris he studies
to be an artist, and has ever in mind “The Unknown Lady.” He paints her
at last without realizing that she is near him. Happiness seems to be in the
possession of Henry Trent, as he has married his “Gray Eyes,’ but she, who
feels that she is but the “symbol” of his dreams, suddenly snaps the thread
of life, and he, true to his word that the “real thing’s beyond,” survives her
but an hour. The story, in spite of its tragic ending, has a weird, captivating
hold on the reader.
THE OXFORD BOOK OF BALLADS, chosen and edited by ARTHUR
QUILLER-COUCH. Oxford, at the Clarendon Press. 1910. 872 pp., $2.90.
Whatever may be the origin of the ballad, there is little room to doubt
that its acceptance by the people of the times was due to the element of truth
recitals
that each ballad contained. Learned verse has been supplanted by
of
of deeds of valor and exploits of daring which came nearer to the hearts
English
life.
everyday
of
happenings
the
to
dignity
gave
and
people,
the
scenes
ballads represent the ideals of the English nation in rapidly moving
too
the
by
softened
or
prolixity
epic
the
by
unhampered
of vigorous activity,
frequent occurrence of lyric melody.
a
The Oxford Book of Ballads should prove to every English scholar
language.
treasure. It has happily brought together the best Ballads of our
for nearly
It is time that the Ballad, which has been dead, or as good as dead
printed on
two hundred years, should be resuscitated. This precious volume,
ballads in
India paper to keep it within a handy size, arranges the English
2. With stories of absolute romance.
1. Dealing with Magic.
seven books:
Carols and with
8. With romance shading into real history. 4. With Eearly
ballads of Holy Writ. 5. Ballads of Greenwood and Robin Hood. 6, Ballads
aspects of false
from Chevy Chase to Border feuds. 7. The Ballad in various
beginning and decline.

In these days, when the drama is studied at our leading colleges, from

good and
the early tragedy and comedy of the ancient Greeks to the drama,
distinctive
a
form
should
ballad
the
of
study
the
day,
present
otherwise, of the
for when
feature of the curriculum of every good English student of to-day,
scenic
narrative,
dialogue
of
elements
presents
one considers that ballad poetry
how some
situations and character portrayal, it is hard to understand
of popular
relationship to the drama can be denied to this particular species
expression.
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« BANGS! BINGHAM! BANGS!

ANSWERS TO PERSONAL INQUIRIES.
Tague—No; your oration on Socialism would be barred from the U. S. mails.
Dunn—No;cut out “boneing;” it’s hard on the eyes.
Fitzmaurice—Yes; the theory of microbes is true. Don’t run any risks ou
being inoculated.
Cole—Now that the diet treatment has failed, consult a specialist for incurables.
:
Feidner—No; you showed weakness in failing to encourage Cole in that
“fasting” proposition.
Blair—No; after a diligent search we fail to find the clause in the Year Book
which reads “Nap from 6:30 to 7:30 a.m.”
Fogarty—No; it is rather hard to convince you. We believe a rabbit holds
O’Brien—Yes; your ways do seem gracious. It is good to have Sunday friends
in Dayton.
Winters—We know cork-tips to be good, but I fear you may forget how to
make the other kind.
his hind feet together when he jumps.
Welsh, Paul—yYes; I guess you did make a hit “Capital Night.” Your encor‘
:
ing “escorts” was chivalrous indeed.
Howald—No; do not start bonfires near the “bend” in the grandstand. The
latter is fire-proof. Kindly advise Werder, Blair, Fogarty, Finnegan, etc.
A™BROKEN PLEDGE.
Not Many days ago there sat
At table white in dining hall
Two lads—one lean, the other fat
Whom Fei and King the Seniors call.
Said King to Fei as a trifling jest,
Let’s go a day and eat no food.
“All right said Fei, but I’ll be blest
If you dare me when in this mood.”
Across the cloth two hands did meet,
While words were pledged in earnestness.
When breakfast came they naught did eat
But sat quite mute in restfulness.
Then dinner came and with it pie—

Poor Fei and King were both on pledge.
At last they cried, “I’d rather die
Than pass up pie. Way with the pledge.”

F, FEennessy, ’17.
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AN EPISODE.
Several Winters ago a man saw a Hart hiding behind a Bush, looking rather
Schei. He was a Dunn colored animal. Picking up a piece of Cole which lay
near some Kearn(t)s, he threw it at the animal, but it escaped Scott free.
The best way to Tague a Hart is to throw it a Graham wafer ora piece of orange

Ryan(d).

Asa Ruhl this

will bag him.
F. Fennessy, 717.

CLIPPINGS.
Speaking of signs of spring, what does a robin amount to compared with a
baseball. league schedule?
Yet we know some fellows who have spring fever in and out of season.
One of the candidates for mayor of Chicago says he had an opportunity to steal
$493,000 of the people’s cash and didn’t do it. Some one must have been looking.
This
They are establishing courses in table manners in Kansas colleges.
got
has
bowls
finger
of
out
drinking
and
Latin
and
Greek
knowing
of
thing
:
to stop.
Water as an anaesthetic is now said to be effective in operations for appenThis will greatly reduce the popularity of appendicitis in Kentucky.

dicitis.

With Others
There was a young man named Ed;
Automobile had gone to his head;
Wreathed in gasoline smiles,
He sped thousands of miles,
And he’ll probably scorch when he’s dead.
Plain Gasoline.
Once upon a midday dreary,
As I wandered weak and weary
Down the lane,
I was, suddenly sent reeling
By a subtle something stealing
O’er my brain.
And methought the air grew denser,
“Incense from'an unseen censer,”
Murmured I,
I was wrong. That odor evil
Floated from a big red devil
Going by.
High Cost of Living.
There are too many rhymers and chimers
(Like me) doing versified stunts;
There are too many gapers (like you) of the papers
Who read and forget both at once.
There are too few who skin hard the vineyard,
Too many imbibing its juice,

And the while we inquire, ‘““Why does living grow higher?”—
The bulk of us fail to produce.

